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take quite sour milk, and
I am sure it is beneiicial to them. We
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NORWAY,
much more milk, just
Collections a Specialty. could dispose of
Home Block.
feeding it to the two horses which we
keep, than our two or three cows give.
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Even the cows themselves would eat this
milk when not too sour, but the idea*of
Attorneys at Law,
back to them their own product
feeding
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is repulsive to us and we do not practice
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Ëvery one knows, of course, that poulS. HARLOW.
try are fond of milk, but there are some
who are afraid of feeding large quantiAttorney at Law,
ties to hens; in fact, it is taught by poulMAINE.
1HXFIKLD,
try authorities not to give sloppy food,
the same being detrimental to the welRit. HT A WHEELER,
fare of the (locks. Seeking for ways of
disposing of the milk, 1 felt not disposAttorneys and Counsellors at Law, ed to heed this advice and gave my
flocks all the "slop" they could eat. It
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
it has bten my habit for years to use
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
milk for stirring up soft feed for hens
and chicks, but in this way I was not
enabled to dispose of all our milk.
More milk is required to moisten up a
giveu amount of feed when it is sour and
has become thick, so I allowed all milk
Me.
14 Main St.,
to become so before using it for this
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amount of feed in the milk till the
measure was only tbickened slightly and
could easily be poured from the pail.
Our poultry lived on this slop almost
exclusively all summer, only receiving
at night a light feed of whole grain.
Poultry will consume quite a quantity
did
All Kindt, of Pipe Repairing, Lead of thick milk alone, but our stock
not eat as much of it as we wanted them
and Iron.
to, so I stirred in the ground feed,
which cousisted largely of coarse wheat
bran, with a little com meal and perhaps some wheat middlings at times;
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sometimes, also, meat meal was added
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Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cuu tea-ρ J.fMaar· a hair tailing.
unpalatable food product for heus, and
fctc. amltl ^ at Drugi*»
1 have concluded to purchase no more of
it. It is a good deal like bean meal and
rich
A new Lot
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The question, la the New England
farmer as well off aa in the olden time·?
is very easily answered by the statement that he is much better off, on the
whole.
By "the olden times" I assume that a
period of at least 100 years ago is meaut.
it is a somewhat popular theme to discourse upon "the good old times,11 but
on examination they will not be found
with the
to stand close comparison

j

added.
L. M. Longloy,
The reader may now want to know
Maine. how our poultry prospered under the
Norway,
mistreatmeut, and I can only say that
HOLLISTER S
they did well. Egg production was
never better and the growth on young
stock was satisfactory. No derangeA Eui_v Madielae for Basy People.
ment of the digestive apparatus of our
Bri-js OolJ«a Health and Renewed Vigor.
hens was noticed, no sickuess prevailed.
Live
f· >r Constitution. lu 1ίκβ>υοη.
A
There was not one case to be recorded.
an I Ki ln ν Trouble*. Pimple·. Eczema. Impure
milk largely now.
b.
I. lu i Breath. Sluggish Bowels. Headache We are again feeding
kacto. Ir's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab·1 —Tribune Farmer.
made
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by
N't form. 35 cents a box.
U oLi.tercit Dit ra Cujpàny, Mii.lison, Wis.
Horses Need a Variety of Feeds.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
A common fault in feeding horses
and mules, is the lack of variety of feed.
With the large number of ditferent
grains aud feed stutfs available, it does
seem that every team owner should provide for his animals a ration that would
be perfectly acceptable. It is a fact,
however, that uot more than 20 per cent
of the horsemen of the country feed a
for sixteen years 1 have
glasses to «le- I well balanced ration. The other 60 per
°e< tlve eye* and nothing else—tliti makes nie a ceut still
cling to the old rations of corn
specialist. If your eyes trou Me >ou In any way, ami hay, or oats and hay, which pracaii·! If you want expert advice In regard to the tical
experiments have long since proved
same, come to the man who la a specialist, who to be expensive and wasteful.
examinfor
No
onlv.
eye
Ίι*· one thing
charge
Thiuk of your own appetite, when it
ation» or consultation.
horses aud mules.
comes to feeding

flacky fountain Tea Nuggets

Specialist

Specialist
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Suppose you

were

performing hard,

lated to do the most work in the shortest time and with the least expenditure
of physical labor.
In his home aud social relations also
the modern farmer enjoys, as a matter
of course, comforts aud luxuries of
which his forefathers never dreamed.
Household furnishings and equipments
are as far superior to those of old as are
the implement he uses in his out-door
work on the farm. The cook stove has
replaced the open fireplace, the faucet,
with running water, the old well sweep
Bath rooms are no
or woodeu pump.
longer an unheard-of luxury, and the
farmhouse without its musical instrument of some kind is the exception.
The telephone has brought him into
cluse touch with his neighbor and the
whole

world, and the rural free delivery
his mail and the daily paper to

his door, while in his grange he has
opportunities ΙΟΓ WIVISI auu iuwudviu»·
development far beyond anything imagined even by hia ancestors.
Electric roads spreading in every direction from the cities give him easy and
cheap communication with centers of
trade, and he is no longer an isolated
being, but is becoming more and more
an active factor in the business and
political life of the state and nation.
The growth of the cities gives him
greater markets near at hand, and the
government crop and market reports
keep him posted upon prices and conditions everywhere.
He has the benefit of the government
experiment stations, with their almost
marvelous achievements in the development of scientific cultivation of the soil,
and the knowledge and skill of the
whole world are his almost for the ask-

ing.
Space forbids further enumeration of
the many advantages enjoyed by the
modern husbandman which his forefathers knew not, but the foregoing,
while far short of the total catalogue of
them, will euffice to show my reasons
for my auswer to the question asked.—
E. il. Libby, in Boston Globe.

(ireat Future Wheat Country.
Tou might have driven here for hundreds of miles over unscarred, virgin
prairie when they were "building" the
road in parliament three years ago,
Now
says Cy War man in Scribner's.
that they are building it in earnest all the
homesteads are taken for 10 miles on
either side of the right of way, while
wheat land, that lay offered at $T> an
aero, is selling and reselling at from $10
to $15. Already they are plowing and
planting, aud they will be ready to ship
when the last spike is driven in the line
that is to link the great lakes with the
wheat fields of the west. Steadily for
the past two decades the wheat grower
has worked his way up the valley of
Red river of the north. Year by year
he has gained a little in latitude and in
quality. No field reclaimed has ever
been abandoned, for the first years are
the hard years.
On more than one occasion last year
the daily receipts of wheat at Winnipeg
exceeded the total received at Duluth,
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Ε was leaning against the
railing of the deck, gazing
wistfully down upon the sea
of face» on the lauding below.

She wore α skirt uud coat of brown
cloth, and her veil whs raised lu α
white him above her small hat.
Iu the crowd clusterlug about her
eager for the last glimpse of friends
she looked shy aud nervous, and her
brown eyes were dilated lu alarm. De-

By

ELLEN

appeullngly.

GLASGOW

1 offered a lemon to
so hard to tell.
that gray-green girl over there, and
she flew Into a rage. But are you 111
lu earnest?"
"I shouldn't exactly choose It for
Je*t," she returned, "though somehow
It does make time pass. One forgets
that there are such divisions as days
and weeks. It all seems a blank."
"But It is Tery calm."
"So the stewardess says," she answered aggrlevedly, "but the boat

her thirty years there was somerocks dreadfully."
thing girlish In her shrinking ligure—a
He did not reply, and in a moment
suggestion of the Incipient emotious of
card upon
youth. The tine lines that time had set his glance wandered to the
chair. "Odd, Isn't It?" he quesupon brow and lips were results of the her
flight of undifferentiated days aud tioned.
She followed his gaze and colored
lacked the intensity of experimental
records. One might have classltied her faintly. The card read, "Mrs. L.
in superficial survey as a woiuau In Smith." Then he pointed to a similar
whom temperamental tires had been label upon bis own chair, bearlug in a
smothered rather than extinguished by rough scrawl the name "L. Smith."
the ashes of unfultillmeut. To exist"It is a very common name," she reence, which Is a series of rhythmic marked absently.
waves of the commonplace, she offerHe laughed. "Very," he admitted.
ed facial eerenlty; to life, which is a "Perhaps your husband is Lawrence
clash of opposing passions, ehe turned Smith also."
the wistful eyes of Ignorauce.
The smile passed from her lips.
A tall girl, carrying an armful of
"My husband is dead," she answercrimsou roses, pressed against her and ed; "but bis name was Lucien."
waved a heavily scented handkerchief
He folded the newspaper awkwardly.
to some one upon the lundiug. On the Then he
spoke. "Nicer name than
direcwas
shouting
other side a man
Lawreuce," he observed.
of
tions in regard to a missing piece
She nodded. "A name is of very litbaggage. "I marked It myself," he de- tle
consequence," she rejoined. "I have
"It was to have
clared frantically.
felt that about every name in
always
been shipped from New Orleans to the
the world except Lucy. Lucy Is mine."
Cuuard dock. 1 marked It 'Not wantHe looked into her eyes. Despite her
ed' with my own hands, and. by Jove,
illness they shone with a warm, fawnthose dirty Creoles have taken me at
like brown. "I think it · pretty name,"
word."

spite

my
She rented ber nana upon tue railing
Rod leaued fHr over. Down below a
waa
pretty girl in a pink shirt waist
kissing ber gloved flnjrer tips to a
stout gentleman ou deck. An excited
to
group were waving congratulations
bride and groom, wbo looked faa

he said.

"It is so soft."

tigued aud slightly bored.

For tiie flrat time she recognized lu
this furtive shrinking a faint homesickness, aud ber thoughts recoiled to
the dull southeru home, to the sistersin-law wbo made her life burdensome
aud to the little graveyard where the
husbaud she had never loved luy
The girl with the crimsou
buried.
roses Jostled her rudely and from behind some one was treading upou her
The Insipid heat of the July
gowu.
sun flashed across her face, aud iu a
vision she recalled the eweepiug pastures of the old plantation, with the
creek where the willows grew aud the

Milk in abundance is the first and im-

"and I want it."
Theu the boat gave a lurch, and she
undressed aud climbed Into her berth.
Tho next day. after a sleepless uight,
she struggled up aud left her stateroom, the stewardess following with
her wraps. At the foot of the stairs
she swayed and fell upon the lowest
step. "It's no use," she said plaintively. "I can't go up—I can't, Indeed."
The stewardess spoke with profes-

sional encouragement. "Ob, you're all
right," she remonstrated. "Here's the
gentleman now. He'll help you."

"Isn't there but one gentleman on
board V Mrs. Smith began, but her
words failed.
Some one lifted her, and In a moment
ehe was on deck aud In her chair, while
the stewardess wrapped her rugi about
her and a strange man arranged the
pillows uuder her bend. Theu they
left her, and she lay with closcd eyes.
"Perhaps you would like yesterday's
Herald?" said a voice.
She started from au uncertain doze

Hours h:.d
and looked around her.
passed, and since closlug her eyes the
sea had grown bluer and the sun
A pearl colored foam wa·
warmer.
glistening on the waves. "1 beg your
pardon," she replied, turning In the direction whence the words came. "Did
you

speak ?"

The man in the next chair leaned toward her, holding a paper in his baud.
He was tall and angular, with commonplace features, lighted by the sympathetic gleam In his eyes.
"I asked if you would Ilk· a Herald," he related.
She looked at him reproachfully. "I

111," she auswered.
He smiled. "Oh, I beg your pardon,"
he said. "You didn't look It, aud It is
am

The

Kidneys

etagnant,
When they are vwk, torpid,
the whole aystem enflera. Dont neglect
them at thla time, bat heed the warning of
the aching back, the bloated face, the «allow
or

complexion, the urinary disorder, and begin
treatment at once with

Hood's

Saraaparilla

which contain· the beat and aateat curative
substance*.

perative neoeaaity of the young litter
In oaoal liquid form or In chocolated
plaoed and without it rapid advancement in the tablet·knownaatarMtfttM. lQOdoeetfL
ia
beginning impoasible.

women, for that matter?"
Her honest eyes did not waver. "I
will stand by It," she replied simply.
A sudden Illumination leaped to his
face. "Against twelve good and true

men?" he demanded daringly.
"Against α thousand and tbo president thrown In."
"Belie laughed a little bitterly.
cause of the prunes?" He was looking
down Into her face.
Klii> roddoned. "Because of the prunes
and—and other things," she answered.
A ghost of the sneer awoke about his
mouth. "I never did a meaner thing
than about the prunes," be said hotly.
Then be turned from ber and strode
witb swinging stride· along the deck.
That evening be did not speak to her.

They lay side by side In their steamer
chairs watching the gray mist that
crept over the umber line of the horizon.

She looked at his set and sallow

face, whore the grim Une of the jaw
was overcast by the constant sneer
a
upon his reckless Up. It was not
good face; this she knew. It was the
face of a man of strong will and
stronger passions, who had lived bard
and fast. She wondered vaguely at the

demanded, sueerlng. "Are you?"
"Somehow
She shrank slightly.

I

think that a woman is never buppy,"
die responded gently, "but you"—
swift
He leaned toward her, a
bid kf>Pn
•Jiimt/U rtviwalntr lita fnra
glance softening to compassion. "Then
It is dastardly unfair," he said. "What
is goodness for if it does not make one
happy? I am α rough brute, and I get
my desserts, but the world should be
to η tiling like you."
"No, no," she protested. "I am not

gentle

pood."

a

gage."
Lucy Smith looked up in mystification. "But it Is mine," sue explained,

won't do more than cbap me."
His voice had grown serious, and she
looked up inquiringly. "The fiery furnace?" she repeated.
"Oh, predestined damnation, If you
prefer. Are you rellgioue?"
"Don't," she pleaded, a tender light
coming into her eyes, and she added,
"The damned are not kind, and you are
very kind."
Her words faltered, but they chased
the recklessness from bis eyes.
"Kind?" he returned. "I wonder how
many men we left In America would
uphold that—that verdict, or how many

tender as it was strong. She moved
nearer, laying ber fragile Angers on the
arm of hU chair. "I am afraid you
are unhappy," she said.
He started nervously and faced her
almost roughly. "Who Is happy?" he

thrushes sang.
Suddenly the steamer gave a tremor
of warning, and a volley of farewells
ascended from below.
"Pleasaut voyage!" called the man
to the girl beside her. "Pleasaut voyage!" called some one to the lady on
ber right. Theu she realized that she
was alone, aud for the first time regretted that her father-in-law had not
When the news of his delay
come.
had first reached ber and she had volunteered to eturt alone, she bad ex-

to be ill. 1 know it."
"Lie down at once. And about this
I thought it would give you
bag7
more space if I put it lu the gentleHe hasu't much lugman's room.

He put her back Into her chair and
wrapped the rugs about her. As she
still shivered he added bis own to the
pile. When he placed the pillow beneath her head she noticed that bis
touch was as tender as a woman's.
The sneer was gone from bis lips.
"But you will be cold," sbe remonstrated from beneath his rug.
"I am a
"Not I" he responded.
tough knot If the fiery furnace has
left me unscathed, a little cold wind

furrowed track be must have made of
bis past years. The wonder awed her,
and ehe felt half afraid of his grim·
nese, growing grimmer In the gathering dusk. If one were in bis power,
bow quietly be might beud and break
mere flesh and bone. But across the
moodiness of his face she caught the
sudden warmth of bis glance, and she
rememl»ered the touch of bis bands-

vivid elation. There was
perienced
delight iu the idea of freedom, of bciug
accountable to uo one, of being absolutely iudeiHjndent of advice. Now she "Five days mjo a man called me ο
devil," he said.
wished that she had an acquaintance
who would wish ber godspeed or shout
"It bas no character," she returned.
indistinct pleasantry from the "I have
:in
always known that life would
crowded lauding.
have been different for me if I hadn't
The steamer moved slowly out Into
been called Lucy. People would not
the harbor, and the shore was white
treat me like a child If I were Augusta
the
Theu
with flattering goodbye.
or even Agues—but Lucy!"
Minneapolis and Chicago combined.
Into gradual waves of
That is the main reason why Winnipeg distance lapsed
"People change their namea someis growing at the rate of 20,000 a year blue.
he suggested.
times,"
She left the railing and stumbled
and building at the rate of a million
She laughed softly. "I tried to. I
dollars a month. And all this story, over a group of steamer chairs placed
become Lucinda, but I could
which the world is only beginning to be- midway of the deck. She descended to tried to
lieve, is the reason for the tirst Grand her stateroom, which was in the center not. Lucy stuck to me.**
"It wouldn't be so bad without
Truuk Pacific bonds being subscribed of the
t'aip. At the door she found the
he remarked, exiling.
for ten times over. It is hard to write
Smith,"
was
she
If
who
stewardess,
Inquired
of this wonderful west without appear"That was a horrible cross," she reit "Mrs. L. Smith."
Like
wine,
to
good
exaggerate.
ing
"I wonder If you mind Smith
"That Is my name, aud I am going turned.
better as the
go by.

manual labor. How long would you
be content to eat two articles of food,
Kye Specialist, Norway. Me. Tel. 18-4.
years
the same thiug for every meal, day after grows
>V lieu v;i8t areas lay uouroneu mo
day? It is quite safe to say you would
the
tire of your ration in a very short time. heavy coating of wild grass held
It would be like eating a quail a day for frost and shortened the season. The
:M) days, aud your digestion would soon mean temperature of the whole country
is being gradually changed by the breakget out of order.
ing of wild land. The dread and fear
la ail Ita «ta^ea there
CAl AE OK IMl'EKKECT DIGESTION.
of frost has passed from Portage plains
•h <j:d be cleau.iuesa.
A bad digestion and a poorly nourish- in
Manitoba, as it passed years ago from
ed body is always the result of im- the Red river
Elj'a Cream Balm
valley, as it is disappeara
such
When
and
heals
cleanse·, soothe*
properly balanced food.
to-day from Quile plains and all the
ing
the diseased noiLbnue.
or
man
in
either
horse,
exists
condition
vast and fertile valley of the two SasIt cured catarrh and dri\ea
the best physical etTort cannot be ex- katchewans.
«way » cold 1a the head
No one or
is
It
impossible.
pected.
Four million acres in western Canada
quickly.
will give your
feed
two articles of
(>0,000,000 bushels of wheat
yielded
( ream Balm ia placed Into the soetrila, apreads
horses all the elements of nutrition their last
year.
•τβτ tho membrane and ia absorbed. Relief la irnrebe*t
the
system ueeds. If you want
nii-iiiate and a cure follows. It la not drying—doe·
sults, feed a ration that contains all the
Wheal for Home Consumption.
not produce sneezing. Large Size, SO eenta at Drug·
elements of nutrition in properly balancI harvested three acres last year with
gi»ts or by mail ; Trial Sue, 10 eenta by mall
ed proportions. Every stockman realizes
JtLY BKOTUKK3, M Warren Street. Mew York.
an average yield of 30 bushels to the
was not especially
This yield
acre.
ι:rai η fur feeding. Neither is oats ur
a reoats is high, as some Maine farmers got
the
three
Of
grains,
barley.
of 40 bushels to the acre. None of
J.
more extensively than corn turn
fed
probably
but it is all kept
The latter grain is my wheat is marketed,
or barley combined.
for home use. Thus used, the crop is
rapidly gaining favor as feed, however,
for New England farmers to
and when properly combined with the profitable
grow. However, I would not advise
other grains, makes an ideal ration.
to gn into the business on a big
MASONIC BLOCK,
The necessity for grinding a part of anyone
and make it his chief money crop.
scale
too
be
strongly emphathe ration cannot
NORWAY.
land is too valuable to use in this
Telephone Connection.
sized. The horse owner who fails to do Our
farmer can and should
this loses 25 to :J0 per cent of its nutri- way. Every
raise his own wheat; at least, enough to
tive value. The bard outer covering of
the family with plenty of Hour
the grain makes it difficult to assimilate supply
the year round.
and a very large proportion passes
The variety which gives me best rethrough the stomach of the animal in an
sults is White Russian. Following the
undigested condition. An examination
rule of our Aroostook county
will show the whole grain and prove the general
farmers, the wheat crop usually follows
Jeweler and Graduate
truth of this statement.
I always plow the
one of potatoes.
ADVA NT AU KS OF GRINDING.
ground in the fall abont 6 inches deep.
À ground ration is ready for quick In the spring it is thoroughly broken up
digestion. Your animals utilize it more aud harrowed until the soil is very âne
readily and there is practically no waste. and friable. I sow with a seeder, using
It should be remembered that the horse about two bushels to the acre. It is
digests its food quickly and whatever harrowed in. I have never had any
ration you feed should be prepared with trouble with insect or fungous pests.—
a view to supplying the nutrition the Cor. in New England Homestead.
horse needs. Horses will work better
MAINE.
Holstein Cattle.
and keep in better condition on five or
six quarts of grouud mixed feed than
There is no questioning the rapid Inthey will on a considerably larger troduction of Holstein stock into our
amount of whole grain. Feed a variety state, and the high favor in which it
of grains properly balanced and have stands among our dairymen. Scarce a
them well ground and you will not only week
passes but a record is made of purhave better horses, but it will cost you chases from noted herds of this breed
desired
less money to obtain this much
being added to herds in our state alresult.—New England Homestead.
ready started, or for the purpose of
when m»'le Into h»n«lfomc, durable, restarting new herds. Hon. Β. M. Ferthat
the
idea
of
be
out
scared
Don't
versible, HANDMADE
nald, West Poland, has recently purth3 modern Maine barn, with stock on chased from St*vena Brothers, Laconia,
the main floor, a cellar beneath for ma- Ν. Y., two heifers bred from some of
nure, and fodder stored under the same the best cows of this noted herd. ·Νο
Kntlrely new proceM. My *'*« *"<{
roof in all other unoccupied spaoe, is better indication can be found of the
Co· te le m anU «Ut
varb ty of design.
the best barn for the coat that bas ever
outwear any rue made
increasing interest in improved oows
been planned for the common farmer.—
conCall au't »ee sample or send (or booklet M.
among our dairymen than their
Maine Farmer.
tinued drafts from herds of this valuable
NOVELTY RUO CO.,
breed.—Maine Farmer.
3W Coagr«M itrert,
Tbe opening up of Washington county
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
to easy and quick communication by the
There is no doubt that feeding warm
completion of railroad connection is feed once or twice a day in cold weather
rapidly increasing attention to fanning. is a decided help to the thrift and health
While heretofore lumbering has absorb- of
pigs. Particularly ia this true if the
ed chief attention, the productions of pigs are young and in rather cold quarthe farm are yearly on tbe increase and ters.
must not be taken to
Farmer. mean Warming
the com- will soon be in the lead.—Maine

CATARRH

Between àI
Two V

present.

In the first place, the condition of the
modern larm itself is far superior to
what it was 100 years ago. It is true
that the virgin soil of those days has
been somewhat exhausted, and a much
greater use of fertilizer is required, but
the average old New England farm was
covered, and its soil filled, with rocks,
and a large portion of the farmer's time
was occupied in clearing his land and
building stone wails, while to-day there
is littlo of such work to be done.
Tho farmer of the olden time hoed hie
crops and pitched his hay with rude
hoes and forks, hammered out by hand
by the village blacksmith, and cut his
hay and his wood with scythes and axes
of the same rude kind.
The modern farmer has his up-to-date,
machine-made tools for everything, and
he cuts his hay and plows and cultivates
his land seated at ease upon the seat of

brings

Sbe rose from her chair, drawing
herself to her full stature. "I shall
change uiy seat," she began.
Then the steamer lurched, and she
swayed and grasped the arm be held
out "I—I am so dizzy I" she finished

Farms.

good purpose. My experience along
this line may be a help to some one.
With this hope I write these lines.
Our horses are very fond of milk, his mowing machine, sulky plow, culI am not tivator, horse rake, planter, or some
even when slightly soured.
but what
sure
they might becomo other particular machine exactly calcu-

MAINE.
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hoksks

dairy.

Dentist,

NORWAY,
Office

VALUABLE

who are keephave at this season of (he yeai
usually a large amount of skimmed
milk, which they turn to good account
by feeding it to calves and hogs. There
is also another portion who do not wish
to be bothered with young stock, and
for them it is sometimes a problem
what to do with all this slop." I have
known cases in my immediate vicinity
where the skimmed milk was thrown
out. A farmer can hardly atford to
throw away this valuable product of the
Ue should utilize it for some
The

iug
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much as I do."
At lirst he did not answer. To her
eurprise his face grew grave, and ehe
i aw the haggard line· about his mouth
which his smile had obscured. "It was
η deuced good chance that I struck
us

it," he said shortly.
Por a time they sat silent Then, as
the luncheon gong Hounded and the
passengers flocked past, he rose and
bent over her chair. "You will have
chicken brothV" he said distinctly. "I
will send the steward." And ere she
recovered from her surprise he left her.
A little later the broth was brought,
and Boon after the steward reappeared
bearing Iced prunes. "The gentleman
sent you word that you were to eat
these," he said. And she sat up In l>ewildermeut and ate the pruues silently.
"You are very kind," she remarked
timidly when he came up from the dinsaloon and threw himself Into the
ing

chair beside her.
For an Instant he looked at her
blankly, his brow wrinkling. She saw
that he was not thinking of her and

reddened.

"You were kind—about the prunes,"
she explained.
"The prunes ?" he repeated vaguely.
Then he brought himself together with
a Jerk.
"Oh, you are the little woman
who was sick—yes, I remember."
"They were very nice," she said more

firmly.

"I am glad you liked them," he rejoined and was silent. Then ho broke
Into an Irrelevant laugh, and the lines
saw
upon his forehead deepened. She
that he carried a habitual sneer upon
his Hps. With a half frightened gesture she drew from him.
"I am glad that you find life amusing," she observed stiffly. "I don't."
He surveyed her with a dogged borner. "It is not lift; It is you."
She spoke more stiffly etlll. "I don't
catch your meaning," she eald. "Is my
bat on one side?"
He laughed again. "It ii perfectly
balanced, 1 assure you."
"Is my hair uncurled 7"
"Yes, but I shouldn't have noticed It

It is very pretty."
She sat up in offended dignity. "I
do not desire complimente," she returned. "I wish merely information."
Half closing his eyes, he leaned back
1j his chair, looking at her from under
"Well, without
the brim of bis cap.
comment I will state that your hair
lias fallen upon your forehead and that
a

loosened lock ia lying upon your
No, don't put it back. I beg

cbeelc.

pardon"—
▲ pluk epot appeared

your

in the cheek

next to bim. Her eyes fltahed. "How
intolerable you are!" she said.
The smile in bis eyes deepened.
"How delicious you are!" be retorted.

lightened. "Any misdemeanors punishublc by law?"
"I am discontented," she went on.
"I rage when things go wrong. I am
Ills

eyes

not α saint."
"I might have known it," be remark·
ed, "or you wouldn't have spoken to
me. I buvc known lots of saints—mostly women—and they always look the

other way when α sinner comes along.
The reputation of α saint is the most
icusitive thing on earth. It should be

kept in

a

glass case."

"Are you so very wicked?" she asked.
He was gazing out to sea, where the
water broke Ictj waves of deepening
gray. In the sky a single star shone
like an emerald set in a fawn colored
dome. The lapping sound of the waves

at the vessel's sides came softly through
the stillness.
Suddenly be spoke, bis
voice ringing like a jarring discord In
a harmonious whole.
"Five days ago a man called me a
devil," he said, "and I guess he wasn't
be was a legion steeped in one. What
a scoundrel he was!"
The passion In his tones caused her
t: start quickly. The words were shot
011 with the force of balls from a cannon. sustained by the Impulse of evil.
"Don't," she said pleadingly; "please,
please don't!"
"Don't what?" he demanded roughly.
"Don't curse the blackest scoundrel
that ever lived—and died?" Over the
last word his voice weakened as if in

appeal.

"Don't curse anyl>ody," she answered.
"It Is not like you."
He turned upon her suspiciously.

"Pshaw! How do you know?"
"I don't know. I only believe."
"I never bad much use for belief," he
returned. "It is a poor sort of tiling."
She met his bitter gaze with one of
level calm. ".And yet men have suf-

fered death for it"
Above her head an electric Jet was
shining, and It cast a white light upon
her small figure burled under the mas·
of rugs. Her eyes were glowing. There
was a soft suffusion upon her lashes,
whether from the salt spray or from

unsbed tears he could not tell.

(το
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More

oorannmj
Important.

Nell—May doesn't seem so quick to
to be.
deny her age now as she used
Bell—No. She's got very stout lately.
Nell—What has that got to do with
to
It? Bell—It takes all her time now
leny her weight.—Philadelphia Ledger.
Old*· Time·.

ask"Why do you say olden times?"
(d a little girl who had been listening
so
ίο a Bible story. "Times are ever
aiuch older now than they were In
ihose

days."

Disease takes
vacation.
If you need flesh and
use

Scott's Emulsion

summer as

in winter.

Send for free «mple.
SCOTT ft BOW NE, Choeka,
***409-413 Pearl Street,
....

joc.wdfi.oo; «lldrufguU.

found himself coatless and on the field
he threw himself Into the battle with
the greatest enthusiasm.
There was many an evidence of
"softness" In the condition of the players and a noticeable tendency to let
swift balls go by rather than grapple
them with fingers unused to the hurd

f'opyrtght bu S. 8. McClure Co.

midmorning
#ηρ%1ΗΕ
beat down

Colorado aua
upon a restleee lit*
tie group of men on the step·
of the Fort Morton court·
house, upon the dusty Cottonwood trees
growing dispiritedly on each side of
the road that stretched away from the
little sandy square to become, a few
hundred yards below, the main street
of the town, and upon the tin roofs of
the two story brick or frume stores ou
euch side of it. The jury had been out
overnight and, although It was 10
o'clock in the morning, had given no
sign. The prisoner had not yet been
brought up from the county Jail near
by, and the group of men directly interested in the proceedings were sitting and lounging about the etepa, smok-

side·

Mr. Ilackett hud positively refused to
play and had l>oen mad· umpire by
general acclaim. As Boon as his honor

By William Frederick Oil

v.

vvoen tue

changed, Ilardy, tlie prosecuting attorney, took the box, and Blake, the Junior counsel for tlie defense, caught him.
After much urging the Judge had consented to preside over first base, since

While the Jury
Was Out

£ I

Impact. Wild throws to buses were
not infrequent, and In consequence
there were much base stealing and hilarious sarcasm from the players on

J

The official relations of
l>oth teams.
these men were for the time lost si^ht
of. They were merely healthy, enthusiastic Americans, feeling the Juy of
tingling blood In their veins, the zest
of friendly competition aud of physical
exercise.
The ruus were frequent and the errors numerous, and at the end of the
third Inning so many hands were sure
and so many arms growing stiff that it
was mutually decided by the teams to
call the next Inning the last. The score
stood eleven runs for the Comanches
(the team made up of Judge Millier.
Ilardy, Blake, the keeper of the Kaglc
hotel aud oue or two other witnesses;,
and nine for the Bloux, the battery of

desultory conversation. The district Judge, sitting ou
the top .Btep, was an eastern college
mau, about forty years of age, once an
athlete and still with a trim, slendér J
tignre. The only touch of the western
In his dress was the gray slouch hat
which was formed by the court clerk
worn straight and firmly set upon his
and the sheriff, whose heavy long
brown hair.
far up luside his cor"A pretty bit of grazing land," he boots, extending
detracted somewhat from any
was saylug to the sheriff as he looked duroys,
he might have had
out over the level prairie, dotted here I grace of movement
ing and carrying

on

and there with an adobe shack and occasloual herds of cattle.
The sheriff, a brawny, blue shlrted
young fellow of thirty, with unkempt
hair and mustache, uncrossed hie booted legs, straightened out one of them,
pushed his hand deep into the pocket
of his corduroy trousers and yawned.
As his coat was thrust back with the
movemeut the butt of his 44 caliber
"gun" might be seen. Without replying, he drew out a large silver watch
and studied It absently.
The small boys among the group of
hangers on In front of the steps were
beguiling themselves tossiug ball, and

he lent his entire soul aud uilud tu
the clerk's erratic curves, ably backed
up by the assistant prosecutor, the stenographer and several witnesses.

as

the prosecuting attorney, a young graduate from the east who had come up
from Pueblo, called out:
"Here you are, Johnnie! Give us a

catch!"
The small boy who had the ball grinned sheepishly and threw It at him.
"Harder; harder!" said the young
lawyer cheerily. "That's no way to
pitch a ball. Throw It In this way."
And the boy's hands were scorched as

he caught the return.
"Say, kin you pitch α curve?" he
asked. "Let's see you do It"
"All right," said Ilardy, rising good
naturedly and taking off his coat.
Hold on," he udded.
"Here you go.
"You couldn't catch it if I did. Here,
Mr. Hackett; go out there and let me
throw you a few curves."
The others laughed at this, for Hackett, the senior couusel for the defense,
also up from Pueblo for the trial, was
an enormous middle aged Hoosier, six
feet two in height and weighing £>0
pounds. He had a mass of crisp black
hair and wore a black broadcloth frock
coat and trousers, low turned down
He was
collar and ready made tie.

slow moving and ponderous, though
forceful and shrewd lu his profession,
deliberate of speech and anything but
an athlete.
"Here, Pll catch you," oxclalmed the

Git on to them curves,
was a corker.
Clarence!" he cried In worshipful admiration.
"Wouldn't mind a little of that exercise myself," said the Judge, rising interestedly and hesitating on the steps.

not have a little game while
we ure waiting?" said Hardy, half Jokingly. "Come ou, sheriff!"
Moved by a common impulse the lit-

"Why

tle group brighteued up, threw uway
their cigar euds and moved half apologetically Into the sandy square. At the
left of the courthouse and adjoining it
was a small open field of well trodden,
dusty grass, where a scratch ball game
was played occasionally and where
horses were tethered during court. One
of the small boy· was dispatched for a

suitable bat and ball and

glove, and by
IirniIlglU

Ht*

the time the

CUUiC

iUUUK

uuvn

mu«

ing drawn into α game when he left
tbe steps, bnt tbe reaction bad worked
insidiously. Tbe trial bad been a particularly exciting one, and those who
bad followed it were tired after the
three days' strain in the III ventilated
courtroom. The sympathies of all had
undoubtedly been with tbe prisoner, although tbe state bad been vigorous In
its prosecution and tbe Judge bad con-

Murder
done bis duty.
been committed at Jamestown
Creek α few months previously, though
a change of venue bud been obtained

scientiously

bad

to Fort Morton, tbe prisoner's owu
town. Copperthwalt bad always been
Ile
α quiet, law abiding ranchman.
was under thirty years of age, big,
broad shouldered and swarthy, diffident in manner and somewhat slow of
speech, though he bad been slowly and
thoroughly angered in a quarrel over a
Six or eight steers
bunch of cattle.
bad been branded twice, one mark
over the other, and the dispute arose
over this.
Duke, tbe victim of tbe

ehooting, bad borne α bad reputation,
and tbe village street was usually more
or less uneasy during bis infrequent
visits. He bad killed hi· man and had
been known to boast of it several times
}η Flynn's saloon. After this last quar-

rel ht had sworn to shoot Copperthwalt
on sight. The quarrel bad occurred in
the morning. That afternoon Copperthwalt bad Just left the Eagle hotel to
mount bis mustang tied to tbe bitching
In front, when Duke happened to

poet

turn the corner.
"Ilere comes Duke!" a

bystander ex-

claimed.
Copperthwalt etarted and
caught sight of his adversary. Duke
stopped short and put his hand behind

tween Duke's eyes. He had offered no
resistance to arrest and now was In
the rough little jail near by while the
twelve good men aud true deliberated
in the bot back room under tbe tin roof
of the courthouse.
"I guess my band* are a little toe
soft to play," aaid the judge good naturally, feeling a qualm us to the appropriateness of his Joining actively In
tbe sport, "but I'll be umpire If you

want me."
The two teams were quickly formed,
the Comancbes against the Sleux. Tbe
Uoux won the toss and took the fleld,
aad tbe Comanche· were struck out In

sweet,

light, white,

wholesome biscuit, cake and all kinds
of raised food.

flaky,

"for heaven's sake, play ball! Don't
let him make this run!"
"Steady, Hardy!" «aid the catcher.
"Watch my eigne."
The Janitor had crept up cloee to
first base.
"Say. Jud^e," he whispered to his
honor, who was now dancing like an
Indian and watching every move of
the pitcher and Copperthwait with devouring anxiety—"say, Judge, the Jury
has come in and Is ready with the
verdict."
"Oh, to h— with the Jury!" snapped
out the Judge. "Go on with the gaBie!"
Hardy slammed in the ball straight
over the plate, the baseman bunted It
for a sacrifice bit aud Copperthwait,
who had crept nearly halfway, rushed
in and slid triumphantly to the plate

his stomach.
"Safe!" yelled the umpire, and pan*
demonlum broke loose.
"I guess safe's the word, all right,"
muttered the Janitor to the deputy,
who had Instantly started for th«
prisoner. "I had a wink from the foreman of the Jury as he came in."
on

A I.eaaoa In Jupane·· Court··jr.
I rememlier uiauy years ago a dinner
at the palace—α great ofticial dinner—
where among the guests were many of
(lie old leaders of rebellions, old up·
The laHt
holders οi the Hho^unate.
shogun himself, I'rluce Tokugawa,
proud, sileut, grim, sut opposite to me,
and I wondered if any human emotion
could show itself on tliat Impassive
At that moment the cmporor
face.
rahed his glass and bowed lu kindly
smiling fushiou to hi* ancient opi»oi;c:it. The face changed, was suffused
ίο;· one illuminating moment with a
low of responsive lire. It seemed as
if Hie cuperor was once more thank·
in.' the >hogtm for his splendid pa·
trio.ic act when after years of strug·
!.· I..·
'Militarily laid liix power and
.iis pivro/atlves at the emperor's feet
•for Hie good of the country." and aa
f l'rince Tokugawa, looking hack—
and looking forward—for Ja[>au, said
«ο himself onve more, "It was well
done."
M::iy C. Fraser in World's
—

II κ urea That 8l«fgtr.
It used to he that astrouomy, with Its
stupendous magnitudes, Incredible ve-

He Jired

once

nmI put u bullet between
Vuke'» eu*»·

locities and inconceivable distances,
seemed to make the greatest demand
on man's belief, says the London Telegraph. Toduy It Is physics. We read,
for Instance, that Hertz's oscillation·
give rise to 500.000,000 oscillations per
Where Is the man who can
second.
conceive of anything happening in the

live-hundred-millionth part of a secai tue uegmning 01 me loiirtn and
ond? But this is quite a long period
concluding inning the· deputy sheriff
to some of those now accepthad come up with the prisoner, who compared
ed as Inevitable optics. According to
was not handcuffed, aud they became
a light wave
onlookers,
Copperthwait » Maxwell's great theory,
interested
had been superb throughout the
trial, and he seemed to take an Intense
interest In the game.
Just after play had commenced
Hardy knocked a hot grounder to
"short," who fielded the bail fiercely to
nerve

Look at this
"That settles me!
thumb!"
"See here, old man," Hardy panted,
exauiiniug II, "It's broken."
"Well, never mind. Let somebody

take my place. Here, some one—you.
Mulligan. Come aud take the base.
I'm out of it."
"Guess not," said Mulligau, the
deputy. "I ain't played bull since"—
"Goon with theg:uie!" cried a dozen
others excitedly. "Some one, any one,
take the base!"
"Here, Co;.perthwait, play first hase.
We've only g>i to hold 'em down this
inning, and we'll beat 'em easy.

There's one out already."

Copperthwait looked uncertainly at
then at the judge, aud
a catcher's
quickly pulled off hie coat and stepped
sides were to the base. His face showed clearly

them, highly excited, followed by eeveral otber «mall boys.
No one bad the slightest Idea of be-

The Royal Baking
Powder is the greatest
possible aid to the pastry cook in producing

Work.

Junior counsel, Blake, a somewhat
lanky, powerfully built westerner, rising and depositing his rough brown
sack coat beside Hardy's.
"Gee, you've got muscle!" he added, first base. The baseman caught it. putrubbing his hands after the tirst pass.
ting Hardy out aud then quietly re"Hurray!"yelled the small boy. "That marked:

him, and Copperthwalt, quick as a
flash, fired once and put a bullet be-

no summer

strength

one-two-turee orcer.

r

the deputy,

is a series of alternating electric currents flowing in air or Interplanetary
and changing their direction
κ pace
1,000,000,000.000,000 times per second.
And this Is supi>oeed to be true of ev-

from the sun,
ery form of light coming
the electric lamp or a lucifer match.
Who can think of anything happening
in the thousand-miltlou-mllllonth part
of a second ?

UadiMr'a Valet.
Sir Edwin Landseer, the famous animal pulnter, had an old servant—hli
butler, valet and faithful slavenamed William, who was particularly
assiduous in guarding the outer portal.

No one could by any possibility gain
direct access to Sir Edwin. The answer would Invuriably be, "Sir Hed·
win Is not at 'ome." The prince contort himself once received this annwer
when he called, amplified on that ocr\*i-ioii by the assurance that "be had
fiction
gone to a wedt'.lng," an entire
on William's part, as the prince found
lUf, for on walking boldly In and round
the garden he uotic*>d Sir Edwin looking out of his studio window. Tills
■.vas the faithful attendant who one
"zoo"
day, when a lion had died at the
and hi·» corpse came up In a four
wheeled cat» to l>c painted from, startled his master with the question.
"Please. Sir Iledwlu, did you border

the prison pallor, ami this warm sunlight and fresh air seemed wonderfully
sweet to his spirit. Taken suddenly
life of
away from the active, vigorous
the ranch, for seven months confined
a Hon?"
In a dreary prison, the world had
seemed gradually to recede from his
TliMtrhrd Roof· la England.
This sudden contrast of green,
life.
"The tlmtcltctl roof, wlilch makes the
open field, riuglng with the hearty
Knglish cottage picturesque, Is doom·
voices of his fellow men, aud the
"For some
id," huIiI au architect.
vision of the free, limitless prairie on
It has been going gradually.
all sides was a tragic one to the man. years
.Soon it will i»e altogether a thing of
He glanced at the players about him.
Fire hixuruuee Is the cause
the past.
aud
only
the
thinkiug
In
game
pausing
f the thatched roof's disappearance.
of it.
will Insure a cottage or
"I'll No company
"Go ahead," he said quietly.
its contents if the roof Is thatched.
play."
subThey who want iusurunce must
The Comanches failed to make a run
for the roof of thatch a tiled
stitute
during the rest of the Inning, aud
As long as the Kuglish cottager
une.
when the Sioux came In they made two
remains very poor so that his house
the
score,
at
almost
once,
runs
tying
and furniture are not worth insuring
amid great enthusiasm.
he keeps a thatched roof over his head.
hat
It
the
As Copperthwait came to
As soon as he begins to prosper and
was evident that the psychological mol:iys iu household goods of value be
meat'of the sport had arrived. Everytakes out a Are policy and away then
thing had been completely forgotten
Louisville
f:oes bis thatched roof."
save the game, and so Intense was the
Journal.
Courier·
Interest that the approach of the courthouse Janitor was entirely unnoticed.
ClHilrrrlla of the ( unary Island*.
He had come slowly down from the
Illcrros can hardly be called, λ1·
•teps and. after a few moments of th<nmh nominally entitled, one of the
bewildered surprise, stood leaulng "fortunate isles." It is the Cinderella
against a tree near the catcher, watch- of the Canary group, and In Its southing the prisoner as he slowly moved westerly Isolation muy be said to llv·
the bat backward and forward over on fog. But for the uiists that drench
the plate.
Its shores the little Isluud would die of
"Oue ball!" yelled Mr. Hackett. mop- thirst, and no vegetables could be sent
Its western promoutory,
ping his neck with bis handkerchief.
to market.
"Two balls!"
I)ebas. once enjoyed celebrity as the
"Strike one!"
spot through which was drawn th·
"Three balls Γ
first universal meridian.
Crack!
The ball Hew straight from the bat
HI· Htrle of Hlttlif.
high above the right fielder'.·» head, aud
"And, now. Mrs. Sullivan," said the
beCopperthwait was safe on second
counsel, "will you be kind enough to
fore the ball was fielded In.
tell the Jury whether your husband
The janitor began to grow very un- was In the habit of striking you with
easy and edged slowly down the field Impunity?"
toward the first baseman. The crowd
"With what, sorî" queried Mr». Bui·
yelled as Copperthwait, still panting, llvan.
edged off toward third. Harvey turn"With Impunity," repeated the couned suddenly and tried to catch him sel.
he
excitement
his
napping, but in
"Well, be was, sor, now and thin,
threw a little wild, the baseman missed
but he struck me oftener wld bis fisht,
it and Copperthwait reached third
sor."
amid much uproar. The Sioux were
all gathered now In a frantic crowd
Ht· Remark.
between third and home, yelling like
"I won't do any more work for that
their prototype·, and the Coma itches
—

also nol. y.
"Go It, Copperthwait," shouted his
team ma ten. "Get home and we'll win
Look out,
the game! Steady, now!
look out 1 Don't let them catch yon!"
"Now. Hardy." plead J the Judge,

were

Ilopkius."
"Why?"
"Well, be passed

man

some

remark 1 did

uot like."
"Did he? What was It?"
"Ho said. 'Brown, you won't b· want"
ed after this week.'
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THE OXFORD BEAES.

BUM.
The fanerai of Mr. Bbenezer Rlchard-

West Parie.

Rev. Isabellas. Macduff wu given »

George

place.

Frank Cnshman and Fred Whitman
returned Monday from the campa of the
International Paper Co.
Mrs. Pearl Muller and daughter returned Monday to their home in South
Waterford.
Mr. Iaaac Hall returned to Pateraon
the first of the week. Mrs. Hall, who
has been quite siok, is slowly gaining.
The farmers in this section are in no
hurry about their baying» aa the grasa is
▼ery late. A light hay crop is predicted.
Mr. Nelson Stough and wife of Logansport, Ind., are visiting at H. C. Bacon's.
The Dearborn Spool Co. have nearly

—

emy in 1904 aud is now a teacher in San
Juan.
Miss Winifred Willis has returned
from Lewieton and ie a guest at the
White Mountain View House.
Mrs. Bert Hudson and son of Watertown, Mass., are at Mrs. Doe's.
For the first time since 1858 the "Hubbard House" sign was taken down last
week and this famous old hotel temporarily closed to the public.
The annual Field Day of the W. C. T.
II. was held with Rev. and Mrs. E. O.
Taylor at the Baptist parsonage last
Thursday afternoon. The lawn was
decorated for the occasion and the
clergymen and families of the vicinity
A very enjoyable occasion
were invited.

For Governor,

William T. Cobb,
of Rockland.

in Congress,
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELI),
Fur

Representative

of Rockland.
For Senator,
HENRY H. HASTINGS,

of Bethel.

For Clerk of Courts,
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, of Norway.
For County Treasurer,
of Paris.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
For

was

couples took part in the
promenade given by the Universalis
circle at Academy Hall Friday evening.
*
Prof. E. A. Daniels went to Canton
list week after Mrs. Daniels and Miss
Mary Daniels, who have been visiting
relatives there.
Mrs. Walter Allard and two children
from Cambridge, Mass., are at W. A.
Barrows'.
Arrivals at the White Mountain View
House are as follows :

County Attorney,

of Norway.

CHARLES I». BARNES,

For Register of Deeds,
of Paris.
J. HASTINGS BEAN,
For Register of Deeds, Western District,
of Fryeburg.
ECKLEY BALLARD,
For County Commissioner,
of Canton.
ADELBERT DELANO,
For Sheriff,

of Paris.

IllRAM R. HUBBARI),
F<>r

Representatives

WILLARD B. WIGHT,
EL WIS II. GLEASON,

JERRY H. MARTIN,
ALMON YOUNG,

Coming

Legislature,
of Norway.

in the

ALBERT J.sTEARNS,
FKKD R. DYKR,

of Buckfleid.

of N'ewry.
of Meiico.

of Rumford.

A

West Sumner.

Event*.
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Iloëlery ^avliiK·
Stan<!ar<t Woo<l Klbre Planter.
Buy Hitrnea».
KelUi Kon^ucrur Shoei.
An Inveterate Urtnkcr.
Orent KtMuctiuii.
Mark Down Sale.
l'eliMou for UlitooliiUuD of Corporation.
Noih-e of lîatikiuptcy.
li ra»» fur Sale.

The Sheriff

having
lation, presumably
The report

Question.
been

put into circupolitical pur-

for
pones, that in case of the election of
Hiram K. Hubbard of Paris Hill a*
sheriff of Oxford County, the appoint-

ment of several formerly
unpopular
deputies had already been determined
upon—the Democrat asked Mr. Hubbard

Said he: "I authorize
the Democrat to say that I have made
no pledges to any man; that no appoint-

if this

was

true.

ments have been determined upon, and
that in case of my election, I shall appoint only such deputies as are willing to

euforce the laws, aud such as shall have
the endorsement and
approval of a

majority of the citizens of the locality

in which

they

reside."

Here and There.
An exchange remarks that there is not
to be any Old Home Week in Maine this
year. And yet it is set down in the
statutes of the state that the week beginning with the second Sunday in August of each year shall be Old Home

Week.

The Democratic papers are

corruption aud evils beyond

Republican

scenting

enumera-

State Comcontributions to its
campaign fund. And yet they kuow
that a campaign fund is necessary, aud
is not even a necessary evil.
tion because the
mittee is soliciting

Mrs. K. L. Grltlith, Poland Spring.
Mr. aatl Mr·». F C. Morse, Miss Maud Morse,
Miss Lillian Morse, Portland.
Mrs. G Head, Ml-s Katherine Kead, Hu-ton.
Mr-. t'. A. Nichols, Miss Edith Nichols, Mrs
Benson. Providence, Β. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Boyd, Port'and.
Mrs. Haye·, Mr. Arthur Hayes, Auburn.
Miss Wlnlfre·! Willis, I.ewUton.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson. Mix* Lillian Pearson,
Mr. Clltton Pearson, Miss Olive Pearson, Mas
ter Kenueth Pearson, Wake lie Id, Mass.

of Hiram.

Aug 7 —Oxford Pomona tirante, Hebron.
NK*V

reported.

About sixty

It may be true, as has been said, that
there is not law enough in this country
to put a man worth ten million dollars
in jail. Vet a man worth some millions
is in jail in New York, aud a warrant
has been issued for the arrest of John D.
Rockefeller, the richest man in the
country—who happens to be just now in
Europe, beyond the reach of the officers.
It is announced that I'resideut Roosevelt will visit Panama in November, to
make persoual investigation of conditions at the canal. This will be rather a
close call for the unwritten law, never
yet violated, that the president shall
But as
uever leave American territory.
he will go in a naval vessel, which is
United States territory, and the canal
strip is fully under American control, if
not technically American territory, the
precedent may be considered as safe.
The mum moth new racing track at
Salem, Χ. II., on short trial appears to
be a failure, for two reasons—first, that
the people of New England do not care
for running races, and second, that the
free and open gambling on the track has
Imhmi choked off. The promoters might
well have taken warning from the fate
of a Maine track, which not only demonstrated that the people did not care
enough for horse racing to support it,
but demonstrated that they would not
support a track which was run "wide

open."

An Up-to-Date Printing Plant.
Kor an establishment in a small country town, Brother Bowler of the Bethel
News is now fitted up with about the
most metropolitan printing plant to be
found outside the cities of some size.
A complete remodeling and refitting
has been done in the past three months,
and the new machinery includes a four
roller press, newspaper folder, gasoliue
engine for power, dynamo for making
electricity, which is used for light and
distributed to the presses for power, and
This last
a double magazine linotype.
machine is the dream of every country
printer—but it is only an iridescent dream
f<>r nine hundred and ninety-nine out ι·ί
ι thousand.
The Portland Electric Light Co., with

capital of $1,000,000 paid in, wu organized in Portland Tuesday. The corporation is composed of representatives
of several of the local banking institutions. The company has bought the
a

ilargreavos Woolen Mill property at
West Buxton and will commence August
1 on the construction of a power atation
for the transmission of electricity for
lighting and power purposes in Portland
and vicinity. The same company is also
to acquire the plants and good will of
the Consolidated steam plant and the
Portland Electric Lighting & Power Co.,
operated by water power from Great
Kails. The purchase of these companies
involves the expenditure of a million
dollars.

Rev. C. G. Miller of Westbrook will
bold services in the Universalist cburcb
Sunday, tbe &)tb inst.
Samuel Irish of Brockton,' Mass., and
his son Clifford of Lynn, Mass., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Howe one day last
week.
Mies Edith Bradford, who is employed
at Turner, is here for the week in the
telephone office, settling up the business.
Jacob Dresser and son and little colored protege, Robert Riverdale, from Berlin, N. U., were in town one day last
week. Mr. Dresser brought some beautiful Howers for the grave of Mrs. John
Keene.
Charles Field is spending a week or
two in town. His friends gladly welcome him back to bis old home.
Mrs. Rachel Parlin and son Henry
Parlin's
«pent the week with Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. D. D. Small.
is
The Gurney cottage
occupied once

Quite
ting them

new

separators.

Miss Nina Turner has gone to Rumford Fall*.
Miss Ethel Kidder and Mias Ethel
Robinson are going to Old Orchard for
the summer.
Mrs. Annie Conant has had company
from Massachusetts and Auburn.
Mrs. M. A. Babb is improving in
health.
Mr. Charlie Walker has company from
Automobiles are still to be barred from ! New Hampshire.
most of the roads of Bar Harbor m in
Ladies1 Sewing Circle will meet at
the past, the Summer Resident· Associa- ! Orange Hall next Wednesday, July 18.
lion having reaffirmed its opinion that,
Quite a lot have began haying bat
•noh action is advisable.
have not bad
wMthar.

j

they

very

good

are

ready to do all kinds

of

Carriage Work.

and Mr·. Wm. Irlah.
| it.
Silaa McKenney of Boatoo la a gueat rond J were awful, but that made no
of H. D. Irish.
difference; he had to fo.
Miaa Sarah Barrett haa recently visit- j
"I well remember that mother put
ed friends in Jay.
dress. It wai a black
Hon. H. C. Adam·, a native of Jay, on her Sunday
somewhere In it there was a
now of Atbena, Or., dined with bia silk, and
Plow» and repairs constantly on hand. Castings of all kinds made to order.
pocket and in. the pocket a handkerfriend, Miaa Barrett, recently.
some
he
handkerchief
chief and in the
V. P. DeCoater informa me that
sent off hia first installment of broilers a cloves. When we got to the cburcb I
few days since—28 cents per ponnd.
j remember we went up In front, where Also all kinds of work usually done at a carpenter's shop will be attendRussell Tuttle has gone on a trip to
my father had a pew.
ed to by
visit old friends at Auburn, Boston and
"When the preacher got going I. also
j
other points.
some of us children
that
H. F. MUZZY.
remember
C. R. Wbitten of Augusta visited bis
! would begin to get aleepy, and then I
mother Thursday.
take out that Carriage work
by
Friday waa circus day, and it was know that mother would
t handkerchief and give out a clove to
quite well patronized.
ε. Η.
been
has
us
Paris
to
keep
Luther Irish of West
each one of us .youngsters
visiting friends in town of late.
uwalio. I was thinking about It just
Warren Shaw, who has been visiting the other day, and I just wondered If Foundry work by
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Shaw,1
a child or a man in these modern times
MELLEN J. CUM MINGS.
has returned to bis business at Geneva, >
bis handker-

Wood, Iron and Painting.

MARSHALL·.

1

j

Buckfield.

many friends of Mr. Samuel
who has recently returned
From the Philippines, will be pleased to
know that he is at the Stickney homeitead for the summer.
On July 12, at the home of Mr. L. R.
GJiles Congressman C. E. Littlefleld held
in informal reception to a small gathering of supporters. A general discnuion
>f much interest concerning the present
ι ta te issues took place.
Mrs. Hannah 8tickney has gone to
Sebago for the summer.

Ε. E. Field has a tree in his pasture
which is evidently a cross between a
spruce and fir, the bark being that of
λ spruce, and the branches resembling
Br closely. It is quite a large tree surrounded by ten or twelve smaller ones of
the same species.
David Andrews found one of his
borses, a 5-year-old, dead in his pasture
here July 7. What caused its death is a
mystery as there was nothing to indi-

The

Stlckney,

Mason.
Mra. Georgie Cushlng returned from
1er visit at North Waterford Sunday.
Pleasant River Improvement Co. have
ι ι crew clearing the stream for driving

1

j
j

S

postage stamps being taken. The support of women's rights, repeatedly
asked her audience, 'Where would men
burglars left no clue.

some

find themselves without women?'

ONLY 82 YEARS OLD.
"A weak voice from the rear of the
"I am only 82 years old and don't ex- bull:
"'lu paradise, mum!'"
pect even whan I get to be real old to
feel that way as long as I can get Electric Bitters," says Mrs. Ε. H. Brunson,
Ate Off HI· Ηι·4.

Surely there's nothing
of Dublin, Ga.
elae keeps the old aa young and makes
the weak aa strong aa this grand tonic
medicine. Dyspepsia, torpid liver, in-

cate any injury or any struggle.
Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Dow, who have flamed kidneya or chronic constipation
been visiting at Β. K. Dow's, returned are unknown after taking Eleotric Bitto Oldtown July 12.
ters a reasonable time. Guaranteed by
Ε. E. Field has sold hia oxen to Jeffer- F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggiata. Price
ιοη

Farrar.

50c.

South Rumford.

wife and four
Mrs. Josephine Wheeler went to Gor- 1 purposes.
James S. Hutcbins,
Farmers are commencing to hay.
, ibildren, from East Bethel, visited his
bam, Ν. H., last Saturday to visit her
Ε. H. Morrill has shingled one aide of , lister, Mrs. Wallle Clark, July 7tb and
daughter and sister.
Clarence Springer of Portland is spend- ils 0. G. Mason barn.
I )th.
Robert Cusbing, wife, and son Ralph,
Miss Villa Gammon returned July 0th
ing his vacation with his brother lu
visit
to
N.
a
j rom a week's visit to her grandmother
Groveton,
H., on
samp on Lary Brook. He came up last îave gone
his
ο
son.
η Casco.
Sunday.
A party arrived at Blancbard's camp
There were about fifty people the
Mrs. Annie Clements of Franklin
Fourth at B. R. Bennett's. In the even- 1 o-day consisting of two ladies and a tnnex returned July flth from Boston,
music by the band, fireworks, after ihild.
vhere she was called to attend the
^
Mrs. Ernest L. Hutchinson and son j nneral of her sister, Mrs. Nelson.
ioh ice cream, cake and confectionery
1
irere served with lemonade.
AH went hat came from Massachusetts are visit· Yhile away she visited a sister in Haverher parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. ] >111 and other relatives, being gone'
» their homes feeling that they had had
•r.
'l waive days.
ι good tim·.

S

We

Carriage

painting by
A.

and ornamental

RECORD.

JULIUS

cunniNos hanufacturinoco.
I

Agricultural Work*,
SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.
Foundry

at the F. C. Merrill

j

Mr. Charles A. Denham and Miss Ola
M. Swan were united in marriage on
Wednesday, July 11, at South Paris, by
Kev. A. K. Baldwin, and have the good
wishes of their friends. Mrs. Denham
will give up her dressmaking room and
the young couple will at once go to
housekeeping in the down stairs rent in
the house owned and occupied by Mr.
Hezekiah Farrar. Mr. Farrar will complete the new addition to his house as
rapidly as possible, and will live upstairs
in his house.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Gerrish of Lisbon
are spending a vacation with Mrs. Locke.
Mrs. Mary E. Bryant and Mrs. Geo. D.
Robertson and little daughter Miriam
from South Paris visited in town several
davs of last week.
Mr. J. H. Cole returned tbe last of tho
week from a visit of a week with his
brother in Haverhill, Mass.
Mrs. ¥. W. Ford and daughter Irma of
Portland have been spending a week
with her mother, Mrs. Ε. M. Emery.
Mrs. L. M. Irish has been receiving a
visit from her sister, Misu Nathalie
Withington, accompanied by a younger
brother. Mr. and Mrs. Irish are now
spending a vacation with relatives in

(Ulead.

cently entertained tbalr grandson, Ghaa.
Atwood, of Bumford Fall·.
Earl Maraton of Aabnrn la apending
hli vacation with hl> grandparenta, Mr.

Cl*v·· ta Ckatofe·
"When I was η boy the whole fama Kansas
ily went to cburcb," lays
City ninn. "TVe lived In th· country,
and crery Sabbp.th morning the family
coach w;r* pulled oat, a team hitched
and the family was piled in. The
to

and

J

special opening programme was prepared, recitations .being given by Robert
Churchill, Laura Hill and three little
girls of the primary class, also a song
was sung by Madge Tuell.
Large congregations have been present at the
regular morning preaching service.

get-

completed their new store house.
M. W. Wilkins, the national organizer
of the Socialist party, is soon to speak at
Brvant's Pond. The. meeting will be

Mr. and Μη. C. Β. Atwood have re- ;

held in Dearborn's Grove.
Linnie R. Cole went to the Maine Central Hôpital Thursday for treatment.
C. H. E. Rose, who had recently
would take a clove out of
hired James M. Day's farm, has been N. Y.
who have chief or pocket in church and put it in
a
and
Mrs.
Mr.
made
Cole,
He
weeks.
for
several
Virgil
missing
bis mouth what in the world his neighvisit to Portland at the time of the been visiting their sons at Rumford
I bor would think of him."—Kansas City
Grand Army encampment, and failed to Falls, returned Friday.
return.
Whooping cough is heard in every Journal.
Mrs. £. H. Pike has been visiting direction.
Greenwood mentions the rainy fourth
friends in Massachusetts.
Political Speech··.
'
of '51. The writer enjoyed it very much
Some people think, for instance, that
Massa-1
in
a
beautiful
as it was
day
Byron.
do not matter. Powhere we were visiting friends. political s|teccbes
H. C. Young arrived in town from cbusetts,
litical speeches mutter far more than
of
and
Mrs.
E.
J.
Smart
Mr.
Bangor,
old friends this week and
Minot Saturday night. He is to help his
Edward the acts of parliament which they inof
Prince
Peter Mclntire
Kendall's funeral.
father through haying.
Men care less even about
and Harvey Dillingham of Au-' troduce.
The new plant ie well established in
A few of the farmers will commence Island,
burn spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. what is being done than about why it
the News office.
haying this week.
B. Spaulding. Mrs. Smart is a sister Is hein? done. The spirit in which s
Mr. E. C. Bowler has purchased the
Mies Annie Garno is at work for Mrs. L.
of Mrs. Spaulding. All were entertain-,
residence of G. R. Wiley on Church A. S. Young.
tiling is effected Is of far more practiDr. and Mrs. Morse at
Street and will occupy the new home the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Knapp of East ed Monday by
cal importance even thun the thing iti
of
is
a
Canton. Mrs. Morse
daughter
first of August.
Dixfleld are stopping at J. E. Shaw's.
self. This can be tested by the simple
Mr. aod Mrs. Spaulding.
Dr. and Mrs. Norman Gehring and
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. Lucas and Mr.
in social life of removing α
experiment
daughter, with Miss Gladys Wiley, start- and Mrs. Davis from Massachusetts
Hiram.
lint for him, first in one
gentleman's
ed for Oklahoma last Monday. Mr. and visited at J. E. Shaw's last week.
On July 7th, at a Republican caucus spirit, then in the other. If you get rid
Mrs. G. R. Wiley will join their daughV. D. Taylor has returned from a two
was nominated aa a
of all the talk about practical politics
ter there in September.
weeks' visit to his brother at South Hon. Almon Young
candidate for Representative from the ' (tnlked by tired men with £10,000 a
Rev. and Mrs. Webster Woodbury of Rangeley.
South Framingham are guests at J. U.
Sewall Hodsdon of Kingfleld is visit- towns of Hiram, Porter, Brownfield, j year) r.nd really look Impartially at the
Fryeburg and Lovell. He received 38 history of human society you will see
Purington's.
ing his sister, Mrs. L. A. Dunn.
for his competitor, Mr.
Mr. George French, managing editor
G. T. Hodsdon is moving into his new votes against 27
that collisions have arisen fur more
of the Maine Farmer, has been visiting house. Tliey be delighted to get so Asa B. Kimball.
from
Insults than from injuries. Some
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth has twenty-six j
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Irving French. near the etalion.
friends, for instance,
summer boarders at Mountain View of my l>ii|M?riiilist
AfriWest Bethel.
North Stoneham.
Farm. On the Fourth they held a home tell me that Iwcause I think South
results. cii a nuisance to Kngland therefore I
"S jme murmur when the sky le clear,
Eva McAllister of North Waterford is celebration with very pleasant
And wholly bright to view,
hall was tastefully should penult Germany to pluck it
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. The spacious dining
If one hmall speck of (lark appear,
decorated. Prof. Charles S. Hartwell from us in war. This is like saying
In the'r great hetven of blue.
J. C. Sawyer.
an interesting adAmi «orne with thankful love are filled,
that because I think a top hat uj;Iy and
Charlie Adams has gone to West of Brooklyn delivered
If but one streak of light,
dress. There were other exercises closI should let another man
Lovell haying for V. H. McAllister.
uncomfortable
One ray of God's good mercy, gild
McAllieter ing with singing America. We rather knock it off In Piccadilly. No doubt it
Leona McKeen and Eli
The darkness of their night.
iorural celebrations,
from East Stoneham visited at John prefer these quiet
is uncomfortable. Rut why should he
stead of noise, dust, and multitudes.
Adams' Sunday.
"The thrilling; muelc of the shower te still,
knock it off? Who is he? I wonder.—
Mrs. L. J. Gammon's brother and
Low thunileroue murmurs tremble In the
nçwrj.
G. K. Chesterton In London News.
went,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haven, from
wife,
A 11» tlc»8 breeze now etlre the rippling leave»,
Mr. Mellody from Rhode Island has
have been spending their
Now wilt·» a |ierfume from Its crlmeon nest; Massachusetts,
I'ortuffueae Mwury·
bought the farm occnpied by Nealy
Bright blooms the rose, bright waves the ripen- vacation with Mrs. Gammon.
North Newry and will
ing grain,
Mrs. Wm. Gammon still remains very Thompson of
Portuguese money is bused on a unit
Crownu<l with the blessing of the summer
low. Mrs. Nancy Thomas is
helping soon take possession.from Stoneham and which is worth about the thousandth
rain."
Mre. Lucy Allen
care for her.
of a cent. So If you buy a single
Street sprinklers are of little use tbis
Mrs. Butters from Millinocket have been part
stamp ft coats you ultoiit 10.postage
Wilson's Mills.
year.
visiting at J. S. Allen's.
the
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown has sold her
Richard Danforth and Miss Sarah Dan- 00O nillrels. We were shocked at
Tbe Misses Farnbam are gi'est* of
farm to Almon Tyler.
of the objects the vendors lu
Alden Farnbam, at tbe forth are visiting at Ε. B. Knapp'e. price
their
brother,
Harry N. Mills has employment in hotel.
They are from Bristol, Ν. II., and Ponto Del goda desired to sell us. When
of Mr. and Mrs.
Gorham, Ν. H.
student minister of last season, Richard is the grandson
Our
presented u Ith a bill some of us got
Miss Hazel Bean, formerly of this
heart diseuse and some of us aj>oWm. C. Perez, is with us again this sum- Knapp.
village, is visiting friends here.
Little Marjorie Allen, who was operatmer and held services for the first time
plexy. Only after long expluuatious
The Fourth passed with but little
ed on for appendicitis several weeks ago,
1st at the twin churches.
July
Portuguese. French
noise and no accidents.
and
one would never In mingled Spanish,
is
now,
nicely
a
very
for
S. W. Bennett went to Norway
a phoMuddy roads keep "devil wagons'1 week, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Wilson to imagine she had gone through such a and Kngllsh did we learn that
offered at several thousand
from troubling on back streets.
tograph
ordeal.
to
painful
Mr. and Mrs. Azel Wilson
Samuel Merrill, a veteran of the civil Bethel,
Miss Ida Holt of Stoneham is visiting uillreis was worth about 15 cents. In
Errol the first of tbe week.
re- short, it was brought forcibly to our atwar, is working for Henry Cross.
and Mrs. Bruce and Mr. and Mrs. her sister, Mrs. Ramsell. She lately
Mr.
We hear no one complaining of blightwhere she suf- tention how extremely artificial a meButman of Waltham, Matin., are spend- turned from the hospital
ing drouth and forest fires.
their vacation at J. W. Buckman's fered an operation for appendicitis.
dium is money, how difficult It Is to
Walter Strickland and wife have mov- ing
and are catching many fine trout.
get. how difficult it Is to keep, but also
Rumford Point.
ed to Bethel Hill.
D. C. Bennett is having his buildings
how difficult It is to exeliauge this inMr. and Mrs. A. P. Mason have eightyof
Ezra
A.
Rev.
Mass.,
Beverly,
Hoyt
Tho bouse is a very pleasing
one smart chickens hatched by six hens. painted.
terconvertible medium In foreign counthe
will
in
Universaliet
church,
preach
with
trimcombiuation of white
green
A few began mowing grass Monday,
Rumford Point, on Sunday, July 29, at tries—when you have auy. Probably It
but it will not make hay without sun- mings.
10:45 a. m.
Is even more dlllicult when you have
shine.
Oxford.
not.—Argonaut.
Cushman's Journeyings.
Mrs. Mary Lowell has recently been
T. A. Roberts W. R. C. have been
visiting relatives in Gorham, Ν. II.
North Turnkb, July 11th, 1900.
to visit the Hebron W. R. C. on
KoapltnlKjr.
invited
E. R. Briggs will edit a page of puzFor the last six weeks I have spent
13th.
While the reportorlal representative
zles in a South Dakota magazine begin- July
Rumin
various
time
places,
Herbert Denning has begun to dig tbe most of my
bureuu was in San
and of a great news
ning with the September issue.
cellar and prepare for laying tbe founda- ford, Hartford, Sumner, Auburn
Tex., whence he had posted
Antonio,
Miss Mabel Haskell was on the road
be
is
what
It
Turner.
North
might
tion of a bouse to be built on bis lot on
last week selling samples of a new launIn such haste as to have little luggage,
called a sort of rantum scoot.
High Street.
he met with a charming bit of southern
at
the
I
called
Rumford
dry soap.
at
While
post
Ilaekell
B.
Wm.
is
that
Dr.
said
It
Miss Ethel L. Allen is enjoying a vacalie had no cuffs, and a
has bought tbe house of George Hazen office and hung around until most noon, hospitality,
tion with her parents and brother after
said be would in- local reporter promptly drew off his
on the corner of High and King Streets then the postmaster
not say any- own and said to the guest within the
eight months' labor as a bookkeeper in now
occupied by John Chadbourne. vite me to dinner if I would
Massachusetts.
I was
I've
Mr. Chadbourno will move into Dr. thing about it in the Democrat.
city gates: "Here, take mine.
Mrs. Vienna Holt has had her stable
very hungry and promised not to men- more at home." Later It was learned
rent.
Farris'
and shed reshingled, and L. E. Allen is
left
I
when
The
tion
it.
the
postmaster
Joseph LeBroke has bought one of
that the donor of the cuffs worked for
making quite extensive repairs on his houses
owned by Dr. Haskell on Pleas- said that I must be neighborly.
San Antonio Daily Express, and
buildings.
After that I journeyed to Hartford, the
ant Street.
Frank L. Goodnow of Gorham, Ν. H.,
carried to the superintendent of the uews bureau
Β. V. Davie of Kent's Hill was in but by some oversight I got
with his wife and seven daughters, visitowe the upou hearing of the iucident Immeditown canvassing for a book, the Register East Sumner, bo I suppose I
ed his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George H.
railroad company 15 cents and they owe ately wrote to Frauk Grlce, owner of
of Oxford.
Bar- the Express, in appreciation of an act
Goodnow, on the Fourth.
Dr. Walker of Norway was in town me an apology. My friend, Orville
Addison S. Bean must soon vacate the
rows, invited me to take dinner with peculiarly southern In Its frauk good
Friday.
to Buckbuildings on the farm which he recently
Mr. Ν. T. Fisher has been spending a him. Then I worked around
fellowship. Here Is Mr. G rice's reply:
sold to Daniel tilines of Bethel village,
field and Auburn and visited my friends, "If
week in Lewiston with Mr. Glover.
you can send me the name of the
and is looking for a suitable home
to keep my
could
did
all
who
they
are
Mrs. II. H. Hall and son, William,
member of the Express staff who ofwhich be can buy.
water.
above
head
on
Mr.
Dennen,
visiting her father,
his cuffs to your man he will be
I finally landed at North Turner where fered
Pigeon Hill.
Hebron.
his shirt as
I have been for the last two weeks and discharged for not offering
II. L. Whitney of Boston joined his
four days. The man where I am stop- well."—Chicago Itecord-llerald.
West Buckfield.
owns a good sized farm and keeps
family at their summer home here last
J. G. Richards is at work haying for ping
I help milk
Saturday.
Shnrp, bat 5fot Clever.
a lot of good sized cows.
Buckfield.
£.
N.
Morrill,
Miss Eva Barrowe is at home for the
the cows and hoe on the high points of
A London scientist suys that life In A
and
Gus
Frank
Davis
Joshua
Loger,
summer vacation.
and wash my feet in the low metropolis makes young children sharp,
Heald in hay- the garden
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bearce returned Smith are to work for Carl
points.
but not clever; that it often destroys
ing.
Monday from visiting relatives in BuckThey had a sort of a one horse celebra- their chance of ever being clever, for
two
sister
and
Bennett's
M.
E.
Mrs.
field and West Sumner.
tion at North Turner village which was
ber a week's
It hastens the development of the brain
J. F. Moody, Jr., is at home for hay- children of Bath have made
very entertaining to me. The provisit.
It makes theiu superfiof custard pie and unnaturally.
consisted
ing.
gramme
Mrs. O. D. Warren. Lena and Mrs.
Mrs. C. A. Sanger returned to her
The horribles consisted of cial, alert, but not observant; excitable,
horribles.
and
Harry Buck went to South Paris
one spark of enthusiasm.
home in l'eabody, Mass., this week.
men, women and children of all de- but without
Mrs. Anna Robinson of Otisfield is at Norway Tuesday.
scriptions.—some with rags, some with They are apt to grow bluse, tickle, disis
at borne.
Earl
Harlow
M re. S. C. Howe's.
and some with velvet gowne.
contented. They see more things than
Edith and Virgil Barrett of Barrett jags
On Sunday, the 8th, Mr. and Mrs.
After dinner we journeyed to the ball the country bred child, but not such
Buck'e
at
were
night
Saturday
Harry
Fred Sturtevant and niece, Miss Jennie
ground where I listened to a game of Interesting things, and they do not
Sunday.
Copeland, went to Sumner where they andMrs.
base ball, which I think was a success,
Emma Bonney is very lame with
properly see anything, for they have
were met by Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant, Miss
for all hands yelled enough to break up
neither the time nor capacity to get at
Etta Sturtevant and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest sciatic rheumatism.
a
campmeeting. The noise became the root of all the bewildering objects
Mrs. Win Cook and three children of
Sturtevant. After a short visit and picold
asked
an
I
and
rather monotonous,
Into their little
nic dinner the family returned to their Auburn are at Fred Cooper's.
acquaintance when the game was ever that crowd themselves
respective homes.
to end. He said, "Not until they lives.
Dickvale.
going
Mrs. Walter Hanscom of New York
killed a man," but it finally ended,
Will Child has sold his horse and had
Social Limit·.
with her two children is at H. L. Whithow, I don't know. Then we went to
another.
bought
You may tell a mau that his neckney's for the summer.
the village, filled up with ice cream,
R. S. Tracy has exchanged horses with
came home, milked and went to bed.
tie cannot be reckoned amoug his sucErnest Farrar.
Denmark.
The next day the lady of the house cesses, you may point out his errors
C. J. Tracy has sold his pacer to John
Mr. Goo. Colby's summer bouse has
proposed (by way of sobering off) to in regard to Investments, you may reLeavitt.
been connected with telephone.
and go and buy a pig someMildred Tracy and Florence Wyraan hitch up
proach him for oiuittlug to take adThere are fourteen boarders at the
where. We drove about four miles and
been
on a two weeks1 visit to relahave
of the opportunities he has
house.
which
of
a
flock
Colby
started up
might vantage
pigs,
and he will acfor
advancement,
had
MiseEffie Sadler of Newton, Maes is a tives and friends in Paris.
100
for
be called shoats,
they weighed
Still Mclntire is baying for D. L.
with a reasoncriticisms
all
an
about
After
your
guest at the Maplewood.
cept
talking
pounds apiece.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilenry W. Merrill of Chenery.
hour we traded for one with the under- able calm, but take gentle exception
lliram were present at the meeting of
standing that he should be well bagged to the way in which he pronounces a
Brownfleld.
Silver Rebokah Lodge, No. 19, Thursday
and well tied to all parts of the wagou. word and the chauces are that his uext
J. L. Prink is suffering with erysipelas
evening.
We started for borne and had very remark Is of a heated nature.—London
The haying season has commenced in in his face.
home with the pig.
Mrs. good luck getting
Mies Mary Wentworth and
this eection and so has hay fever.
out four times, but we man- Queen?
from He only got
The outlook for sweet corn is very Sarah Whitney returned home
aged to coax him back. The man said
Portland after quite a long vacation.
Education.
Baal
poor.
he was very well pleased with the pig
Farmers have commenced haying.
The road commissioner is very busy
will stand you in better
all but the gender.
Nothing
is
said
it
are
Blueberries
quite plenty.
Wji. Cusiiuan.
repairing roads, and the rains are just as
Kteud in the liard, cold, practical, everyThere are quite a number of city peobusy spoiling them.
day world Until u good, sound business
this
in
village.
ple
FINISH.
Λ TRAGIC
rducatiou. You will llud tliat your sucHon. Charles Littlefleld was in town
East Brownfleld.
A watchman's neglect permitted a leak res» In trade, occupation or profession
to-day.
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meetin the gront North Sea dyke, which a will depend as much on your general
ing at Mrs. Julia Bean's July 13. There
child's linger could have stopped, to be- knowledge of uien and affairs as on
First Congregational church, Rov. Dr.
was an interesting meeting.
come a ruinous break, devastating an
tecbuical training.—Succès· MagMr. and Mrs. A. F. Johnson entertain- James J. Ω. Tarr, pastor. Sunday, July entire province of Holland. In like man- your
serat
with
azine.
10:45,
22, morning worship
ed guests July 8.
ner Kenneth Mclver, of Vanceboro, Me.,
of
Mrs. Frank Marston is visiting her mon by the pastor, "The Philosophy
a little cold to go unnoticed
Sin." Sunday School at 12 u. Evening permitted
Took All the Reapoaalbllltjr.
until a tragic finish was only averted by
parente, Mr. and Mrs. Kben Rounds.
Stevens
Gertrude
at
Mra.
7:30.
Mr. Dow and family of California are worship
"I'm going to give up that new speDr. King's New Discovery. He writes:
the new and interesting
will
read
Leavitt
at Mr. lliram Gatcheli's.
doctors gave me up to die of cialist I've been tryiug."
The "Three
The following officers of the Y. P. S. story, "The Saving of Daddy."
caused by a neglected
"What's the reason?"
the lung inflammation,
of
musical
the
will
render
choir
part
C. E. were elected last Thursday evenbut Dr. King'· New Discovery
he's always telling me that I
the cola;
at intervals during
"Why.
programme,
saved my life." Guaranteed best cough
ing:
to help myself."
of the story.
must
try
reading
Λ
Co.'s
Pree —Rev. Dr. Tarr.
and cold cure, at P. A. Shurtleff
The Congregational Sewing Cirole is
"What did the other man tell you?"
Vlce-Pres.—Mrs. E. A. G. Stlckney.
Trial bot50c. and $1.00.
drugstore.
Sec.—Mise Isabel H. Stlckney.
1.
be
held
Aug.
preparing for a fair to
"Ile always told me he was helping
tles free.
Trean.—Mrs. Haltle Sands.
Hon. C. E. Littlefleld was in town on
me."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens and Mies Anna Thursday and met a number of bis
The poet office at Burnham was broken
Gordon spent two days last week at friends. He was the guest of Hon. L.
Where Î
into late Saturday night, the 7th, or
Clovercreat, the summer home of Mrs. R. Giles.
An English mayor tells tbls story:
Stevens' daughter, Mra. Gertrude Steearly Sunday morning. The cash drawer
North Paris.
was rifled, a small amount of cash and "A woman, speaking at a meeting In
vens Leavitt.

cakes were served, with the Sunday
School class of young girls as waiters.
The Universalist Sunday School numbers over 75 in membership, and has a
good attendance. At the first eervice
held by the school in the new church, a

Mr. Everett Tuell of Haverhill, Mass.,
visited at Ε. E. Tuell's last week.
Mr. Frank D. Small has returned from
Indiana and now expects to canvass
Maine and New Hampshire.
Mrs. Martha Emeline Young goes this
week for several weeks' visit with her
daughter in Havorhill, Mass.
Mrs. George Proctor and children
have been visiting her sister, Mrs. Ο. H.
Mars ton.
Kev. Miss Macduff spent the early part
of last week with friends at Bethel.
Mrs. Rebecca Bryant, who is remarkably well preserved at the advanced age
of 1H» years, recently went to Marblehead,
Mass., for a visit with her granddaughter, Mrs. Hattie Witham.
Walter E. Ricker is working as clerk
in the drug store of S. T. White.
The President of the Kebekah Assemmore.
bly is expected to be present at the
Rebekah Lodge
Miss Reardon, Deaconess Mack and meeting of Onward
Miss Lowe of Philadelphia, Penn., ar- Tuesday evening of this week, and a full
»
attendance is desired.
rived Thursday.
Arthur Moore and Mr. Nickerson of
Greenwood.
and
Brockton, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Mrs. W. T. Bisbee.
Exactly what year those two Fourth
Tlie S. B. R. Club was entertained by of July events occurred, referred to last
Mrs. K. A. Chandler Thursday after- week, is not known, and it is doubtful if
noon.
Tennyson was the poet. Tbe either of them ever found its way into
history, since but a very few local hapfollowing officers were elected:
penings were published in those days
Pres.—Mrs. M. V. HeaM.
Vice-Free—Mr·. K. A. Chamller.
compared to the present time.
Sec.—Mr». Klla Bonney.
It was in the early morning of IndeΤ re as —Mr·. (îeo. Clark.
pendence Day, about 1852, that several
Librarian—Mr·. H. S. Kubert*on.
Americas collected together, and
Next in order was current events, Mrs. young
started to go through the neighborhood
Geo. A. Chandler; Kick Him when He's
for the purpose of waking up the people.
Down, a rhyme containing much truth,
IIow far they had proceeded is not
Mrs. Ella Bonney: a humorous sketch
when calling at a certain house,
from the writings of Kate Douglas Wig- known,
Silas Barrell, one of the company, wishgin, Miss M. A. Heald; recitation, Wheu
to make a still louder noise overSamuel Led the Singing, Mrs. Geo. A. ing
loaded his gun, and elevating it above
Chandler. Cake and lemonade were
his
head
banged away, making the extra
served, while the company listened to a noise
and at the same time did much
fine concert on the graphophone. Mr.
more than making a report.
The gun
and Mrs. Chandler have mado great im
throwing his left hand which
provements both indoors and out since exploded,the
barrel several rods, at the
purchasing this place. The afternoon clasped
same time
the part higher up so
passed very pleasantly. The next meet- that it wasinjuring
necessary to undergo ampuing will be the 2tith.
tation above tho wrist joint.
Wallace Ryerson of South Paris was in
That of course ended the celebration
town Saturday.
that neighborhood for tbe year at
Brothers of Buckfield are is
Jordan
least.
Mr. Barrell told the writer long
church.
the
Universalist
painting
afterward that it was tho last gun he
Henry Proctor has gone to South Paris ever tired or ever should.
He had been
to paint a house.
married but recently, and being made a
Mr. Dimmick of Lewiston has been
for life in such a way, was a great
staying at Charles Buck's. He is buying cripple
misfortuue. He died several years ago
lambs for the Poland Spring House.
leaving a widow but no children.
The other event occurred at Bryant's
Lovell.
Pond about the middle of the sixties,
The ladies of the Congregational Cirand proved such a failure at last that
cle at the Center will hold a fair and
Dr. Lapham has been blamed for not
sale of useful, fancy and ornamental
it in his history of Woodstock.
articles August tirst. Supper will bo noticing
A man by tbe name of Crockett was
served in the hall and the entertainment
the hotel there at that time and
will be in the church in the evening in running
undertook to distance all former celebracharge of Miss Alice A. Stearns and
tions, and that iu a most unique manMrs. Barnard.
ner.
Near the western shore of Lake
Congressman Littletield was at tbe
is an island which be clearvillage Friday on his way from Fryeburg Christopher
ed
up and prepared for the exercises, in
He was met Thursday
to Waterford.
the meantime building a flat bottom
evening at Fryeburg by the committee
steamboat for the purpose of conveying
men of the towns about bere.
the people to the island and vice versa.
Large numbers of summer people are The eteamerwas
built with side wheels,
here now.
when taken out on her trial trip it
Fred S. Walker and wife of Hartford and
was found that the engine was too small,
are visiting his home here for a couple
and that three or four knots an hour was
of weeks.
could get out of her when everyMisses Jessie A. Chapman and Aboie all they
worked favorably.
Smith of Fryeburg are doing table work thing
The craft was to be commanded by
at Hotel Kezar.
Grace Plummer and Misses Alice and the late Capt. John F. Dearborn, and the
for the whole entertainment were
tickets
Bessie Ueald are at Jackson, X. !1.
Otis Andrews was quite badly hurt re- three dollars each. At last the 4th arbut instead of bringing in a calm
cently by the falling of a scaffold on rived,
which he was standing. He was con- pleasant day, it was accompanied by η
fined to the bed for a time but is now stiff breeze that grew stronger as the day
advanced, so that when the steamer had
better.
Harold Stone, son of H. D. Stone, lost made one or two trips to the island with
the end of two fingers and was other- her human freight, the enterprise was
wise injured a few days since by the given up, and the people were glad to
back to the main land once more.
explosion of a cannon firecracker which getWhen the last
trip was made the craft
he was examiuiug to see If it had gone
out. It seems to us that such explo- was overloaded, which came near caussives are rather too dangerous to u-<e ing a serious, if nota fatal disaster, which
was
avoided by half a dozen men
just for the noise that may come from
them. A thunder storm is just as funny with narrow pieces of boards, which
they used for oars, and by so doing they
ami much safer.
finally reached the shore, but not until
the deck was several inches under water.
East Bethel.
Thus ended that windy Fourth of
Farmers are finishing up hoeing aud
July; but perhaps there are those who
some have commenced haying.
would like to know what became of the
Orman Farwell has a crew of men
famous steamboat. That was the last
cutting the hay on Farwell hill.
she ever made, going out of commisMr. Z. W. Bartlett visited Lewlston trip
sion then and there. In a few days her
this week.
was taken out and sent
away,
Mrs. S. E. Rich of Auburn, Miss Jen- engiue
when she became a derelict, and for
nie Rich and Master Robert Rich are
was
seen
years
floating or on the shore
guests of Mr. and Mr·. A. M. Bean.
as the pond happened to be
Mr. T. P. Blake of Everett, Mass., according
or
low.
high
George and Arthur Blake of Maiden,
Making a Hying visit to Milton last
Mass., and W. S. Blake of Houltoo, Me
it was noticed that the grass was
week,
were at their old home here last week,
backward and some fields ep
called home by the death of their father, generally
light as to be hardly worth cutting, and
Mr. Galen Blake.
the same is true in regard to meadows.
Mrs. Sophia Borrell of Auburn, Mrs.
When the new year came in we comS. E. Putman and Mr·. S. E. Perkins of
menced to keep a record of the people
Auburn visited this place laat week.
who pass away, whom we know or have
known in former days, and when the
Peru.
first half of the year ended the number
Mr. J. E. Conant has got him a new was nineteen. Two have died since July
came in.
Their names will be given at
hay loader.
the close of the year, if—
a number around here are

BackfUId.

has

Bnlabea work here and returned to hie
home at Kingaey, Quebec. Charles
Williams of Yarmouth hai taken hia

10η «m held at hie late home Sunday
reoepticn by the UaiverMlist parish and
IN ALL society on Wednesday evening of lut afternoon, Rev. 0. N. Gleason officiating.
WEEK
OF
THE
DOINQS
THE
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Tuesday afternoon at six o'clock the
week at Good Will Hall. About 100
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
wae «hocked to bear of the
were present and it was a moat pleasant community
Thomas B. Kendall.
social affair. The ball was beautifully indden death of Mr.
ίΟϋΤΗ PARIS, MAINE, JULY 17,1906.
aa usual during
decorated with potted plants and cut He had been working
Paris Hill.
the day and after five o'clock returned
flowers, and in one corner a booth covfor his horse and
ered with evergreen was erected at from a drive and cared
Atwood a Forbes,
sat down in a
First Baptist Church, Rot. E. O. Taylor, paator
which delicious fruit punch was served evidently feeling faint he
M.
Sunday
A.
10:45
Editor* tad Proprietor·.
at
Sunday
every
Preaching
where be must have died instant*
chair,
the
at
Hill.
I.
reception
Dora
Service
During
by
School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening
A. K. rouse.
Mr. Kendall was a native of Bethel
Geo«οι M. Atwood.
7:30 F. M. T. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening. Misses Elinor Tuell and Helen Dexter ly.
Coveand a mason by trade. He leaves a son
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30.the
both
as
prettily
very
acted
ushers,
being
1st
nant Meeting the last Friday before
Following the and a daughter, Mr. William F. Kendall,
All not dressed for the occasion.
Tl»«l —$1.50 a year If paid strictly In ail ranee. Sunday of the month at 3:30 τ. m.
and Mrs. S. L.
Otherwise *i.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
to Miss Macduff a short enter- who resides in this place,
greetings
Universalis! Church.
Sunday School every tainment was
of songs Hawley of Mechanic Falls. Mr. Kendall
All legal advertisements
consisting
Adtkktmkmkkts:
given
at 10 Μ A. M.
was a man much respected and will be
are riven three consectlve Insertion· for 91.30 Sunday
by Mrs. O. A. Bird and Miss Alice much
contracts
missed. Funeral services were
per Inch la leotrth of oolumn. Special
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andrews, who Barden, a piano solo by Miss Eva Anmade with local, transient and yearly advertisand held at the home of his son Friday afterers.
have been visiting relatives here, return- drews, a recitation by Maude Tuell,
of the
in Everett, Mass., last instrumental music on the zither by noon. Rev. C. N. Gleason, pastor
Jo· ΡκητΜο -New type, fast presses, steam ed to their home
is
en- Madge Tuell, and violin and piano duet Congregational church, of which Mr.
low
and
Andrews
workmen
price·
Mr.
where
experienced
power,
Thursday,
officiated. The
combine to make this department of oar busiby Miss Brown and Mrs. Wardwell. Rev. Kendall was a member,
gaged in the grocery business.
ness complete and popular.
abundance of flowers expressed the
Miss Pauline ingraham of Brookline, Miss Macduff was welcomed to the
of esteem in which the deceased was held.
Mass., arrived at the summer home here parish and to the homes and hearts
NI.1ULE COPIES.
the people in a few appropriate words Deep sympathy is extended to the son
Tuesday.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
Miss Mary Pierce is taking her vaca- by Mrs. L. C. Bates, and happily re- ind daughter.
each. Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by
Miss Isabel Shirley has been spending
her cousin, sponded in well chosen words, expressthe publishers or for the convenience of patrons tion at Clifton Beach, visiting
in Portland.
on
Mrs. J. M. Quinby.
ing her appreciation of the kindness of a few days
jLugle copie· of each Issue have been placed
:
Miss Grace Dixon of Augusta is the
sale at the following places in the County
Percival J. Parris, Esq., of Philadel- the people and ber enjoyment of scenery
Parlln's Drug Store.
South Paris,
of her sister, Miss Daisy Dixon.
ShurtlefT'» Drug Store.
phia, is spending his vacation with his and surroundings. She expressed the guest
Mr. Robert Bisbee has returned from
desire that the most friendly and kindly
relatives here.
Norway,
Noyée" Drug Store.
with
Stone's Drug Store.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings of Brookline, relations be maintained with the other Cuba and is spending the vacation
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleid,
the church societies, and hoped that through his mother, Mrs. Fannie Bisbee. Mr.
A. F. Lewis, Insurance Office. Mass., arrived at his summer home,
Κ rye burn,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
Paris BUI.
Owl's Nest, for the season, on Saturday. mutual helpfulness the society would Bisbee will probably return south in the
successful in
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
Charles LeRoy Haines of San Juan, continue in growth and development. fall where he has been so
Porto Rico, was the guest over Sunday At the close of the programme a social the sugar refineries, where he is employ-<
State Election Monday, Sept. ιο.
of his friend, William E. Atwood. Mr. hour was enjoyably passed, and three ed as chemist.
Mr. Samuel Frost was calling upon
Haines graduated from Hebron Acad- varieties of ice cream and assorted fancy
attended Mr.

ΦχίονΑ

$fcc

Bryant's Pood.
Harvey, night operator,

The poat office at Read field waa broken
Into early Thursday morning. Only a
imall amount waa secured and the safes
were not blown.
TWENTY YEAR BATTLE.
"I waa a loser in a twenty year battle
irith chronic pilea and malignant aoraa,
until I tried Bucklen's Arnica Salve;
which turned tbe tide, by earing both,

till not a trace remains," writes Α. M.
Bruoe, of Farmville, Va. Best for old

[Jloara, Cuts, Burns and Woooda. 2&c.
it V. A. Sburtlsff A Co., druggist*.

\Λ

Smith—I hear Jones, the naturalist
What was It?
bad a bad accident.
Brown—Why, somebody gave him a
young tiger cub and said it was so
tame It would eat off bis band. Smith
—Well? Brown-Well, It did.

laprovH.
"Does your papa get much practice?" asked the visitor of the doctor's seven-year-old son.
"Oh. be doesn't have to practice any
more," repliedvthe boy. "He know·
how now."
uwrmwr.
Medical Student—What did you operate on that man for?
Eminent Surgeon—Five hundred dollars.
"I mean what did ha have?"

"Five huadred OaUan."—Paek.

HATS
Now at

^

Great Reduction.
You should

Bargains.

see our

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Clothing

Hot Weather
Thin,

two

able for

piecc outing suits suitthe hot days coming.

A large line of new suits in worsted and Scotch
effects. Coats are without linings, and nnde with
hair cloth front and padded shoulders, giving them
permanent shape. The
loops and cuffc.

trousers

are

made with

belt

worsted suits in neat patterns,
double breasted coats, $10 and $12.
Several shades of grays and browns for

$7.50.
Outing trousers in light and dark
$3. White duck trousers for $1.
white and colors, $1.50 to $3.

$5, $6.50

and

patterns, $2

to

Wash vests in

FOSTER,

B.

H.

and

single

Gray

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Men Wanted.

Men experienced in running dowel machines
and birch saws will find steady employment ami

good wages by applying to
C. B. CUHMINGS & SONS,
At

Bemls, Me.

DOWN.

MARKED
We have too many Russet Oxfords
following reductions.

so

have marked them down.

Look at the

Oxfords, Fitzu, $3.50 shoes for
Oxfords, $3.00 grade for
Women's Russet Oxfords, Evangeline, $3.00 shoes
New Century, $2 50 shoes for

$*·5°
$2.25

Men's Rutset

Men's Russet

These

are

all

new

them and make these

goods,

prices

the

style

is

for $2.00

$>·75

We have too many ol

right.

to reduce our stock.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.
Successors to

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Smiley

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

Telephone 11B>8.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine,
DEALERS IN

Harvesting Machinery

of all Kinds,

Mowing Machines, Hay Tedders, Horse
Rakes, Reapers, Etc., also Gasolene

Engines

and

Threshing of Grain.

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags.
When in need of either or all three call and
Have you seen the latest thing in a

price

my line.

BUREAU TRUNK?

They

are

very convenient if you

use

your trunk in your

I AM ES Ν. FAVOR,

room.

KMfSS.!."""

Ol Main flit.» Norway, Maine.

CASTOR IA ft*·**!»!*»·,

Tki KMYlf Hm /Uvro lNltt

Λ

of

giTTjr
UL&ÎTK&M

glu 9χίβν& Imnnl

*

:

Mr·.

George

W.

'Berry

Alice of Salem, Maes.,

tivee here.

daughte r
visiting rela

and

are

visiting rel*

Μη. LooIm J. Brigga ia
Uvea in Portland.

Mia· Catherine 0. Brigga ia via I ted bj
Mrs. Dr. Hubbard of Lovell is tb s a friend, Miaa Stewart ofFarmington.
guest of ber daughter, Mrs. George F
Mrs. Eva Swett of Milton Plantation
Kant man.
waa at Benjamin Swett'· over Sunday.
soc τη pakis ροβτ officc.
The
W.
F.
M.
will
S.
meet
with
Mn
p.
H.
A. M. to 7 :3U
A food sale will be held at the Baptist
Office Hou» 7 :30
Η. A. Clifford in the grove opposite th
tiftAXD TBUNK &AILWAT.
vestry Friday afternoon at three o'clock
at
3
p.
m.
parsonage Thursday
Commencing June 17.1916,
Mrs. J. P. Richardson and Miaa Doril
Miss Isabel Morton entertained tb
Culbert are spending a few daya in PortΓΚΛΙΝβ LkAVK SOUTH PAKIS
and girls of her Sunday Schoo
boys
land and Peak's Island.
—4:51 A. M.. 0*11*: » 44 Α. M
;· class at her home Wednesday afternoon
ùolug down.eaat)
4:04 P. M., dally; β*Η)1
1*1.V eïcept Sunday;
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Knight of Rumford
Mrs. Lula Phelps and Mrs. Charlei
M Sunday only.
were the guests of their daughter, Mrs.
A. M., dally: 3:2b p. M "
of Portland have been guests a
liolng up (we·!)—10D7
Morgan
10.-23
H.
A. Clifford, over Snnday.
10 15 p.
dally;
ν ei'-ept Sunday;
Mrs. Alice P. Thayer's during the pas
Sunday only.
μ
The semi-annual meeting of the
week.
oaraom.
Univeraaliat parish la to be held thii
Mr. and Mrs. Hairy A. Morton am
Church, Rev. A. K. Bal>
K1r«t Congregational
Monday evening at Good Cheer Hall.
services, 10:45 a. m an 1 Mr. and Mrs. Alton C.
Preaching
whi
1'astor.
Wheeler,
wtu.
Sunday School 12 m. ; Y. P. S. C. Ï
,«> r m ;
Plans are being made for the rénovahave
been
at
Washburn
Pont
I
Tueeda I
camping
m. ; Church prayer meeting on
ït « .ni r.
for the past week, expect to retun tion of the Baptist church during Auιυ o'clock. All, not otherwise coi
tveulng at 7
Invited.
home Wednesday of this week.
gust, while the pastor is on his vacation.
oecied, *re conttatty Rev H. A. Clifford. Pastoi
M, tu.-IN! Church.
morning prayer meeting a.30 a. m.
Miss Bessie K. Chapman of Rockport,
Miss Abbie Starbird, who has been ai
t>n Sun.lay.
;
10:45 A. *.; Sabbath Schoc
yreaitilng service League Meeting β 15 p. u. ; home for a number of weeks, startet 1 North Dakota, is the gueat of her
Γ.' Μ Kpworthmeeting
meel
7 DO p. ».; prayer
Saturday on her return to Port Slocum brother, Bannister Chapman, for a few
evening prayer
eveulng. clui meeting, Frida
X. Y., where she keeps house for hei days.
lug 1 ue·'lay
««eulug.
brother, Capt. Alfred A. Starbird.
i Mrs. Emery Bonney and three children
Church. Kev. J. Wallace Chenbru*
preaching service 10:45
l'i-t.'.r ou >un<lav.
Charles H. Bolster of Chicago, who it returned Thursday from a three weeks'
Y. P. S. C. Κ 6 45
«al.i alh School 12 M
at Poland Spring, came by automobiW > visit with relatives and friends in Haver7:3o p. it. ; Wednesday even
h
grayer meeting 7:30.
All ar
Seat·» free
Wednesday to call on bis brother, Capt. hill and vicinity.
log rayer service
welcome*
II. X. Bolster. He was accompanied bj
J. H. Little, Paetoi
Misses Ida Field,
Rizpah Morton,
I'nlver-all·! Church. KevSunday
E. P. Kicker of the Poland Spring
ai 10 45 a. m
Ethel Crockett and Flora Murch enjoyed
Pre.» nlng service every
service,
*.
Kveulng
12
House.
Sunday School a!
in a tent with
the last week

SOÛTHPABIS.

j
Ί

I

P.

M.

The officers elect of Hamlin Lodge,
K. of P., will be installed Friday even
Régula
No. !M.
F 1 A M. Pari» Lodge,or before full inoou
on
ing, July'20, after which the rank ol
Tueeday evening
meet
». r.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular
Knight will be conferred on two candiI..
week.—Auror:
each
of
evening
I dates. All members are requested to be
tiu·. rhureday
and third Monday evening
first
Κ:.· aoij-meut,
present. Lunch will be served.
month.
•TATKD MEkTINUS.

camping

Miss Leona Stuart at Lake Pennessee-

wassee.

—

.if racti
No
Mount Pleasan' Kebekah Lodge,
tt ..ι K
and fourth Friday· or eac!
ju meet» second
Hall.
jju'itn In <»dd Kellow»'
Poet, No. 14S, meet
ι, \. R —W. K. Kimball
evening· of eacl
ir>t and third SaiunUy
R. Hall.
A.
I».
to
mouth,
Relief
Corps meeu dre
Kimball
Win. K.
evening· of each month, li
ii ι thirl ^aturdav
Hall.
K-: It f Corps
from May 1 to Oct 1
1· f H.—Pari» Grange,
third Saturday ,· during th«
meet* rir-t and
li
of the year, meeu every Saturday,
—

remainder
(»raii«e Hail.

and fourth Monday· οι
f.o ιί. C —Second
h month.
No. 1S1
Κ. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
Wednesday evening*
u -ecoad ami fourth
κ.
of tach month.
meet· ever)
.f P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. SI,
Hall.
η ay evenlug at Pythian
eu.
ν

Committee
The Democratic County
house Tues
had a meeting at the court

day.

has bought the cot<'aj>t Κ C. Tribou
forth on Pennesseewastar·· .if F. A. Dan
see Lake.
a farm at
Julian Stowe has bought
and has moved there with

Farmington

hie family.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Newton l'entre, Mass.,
George A. Bridge".

Temperly

are

guests

of
at

with
K«\. A. K. Baldwin will exchange
X. H.,
Kev Κ. I.. Sheaff of Gorhatu,
next ^uoday, July :i2d.
his
Wendell Rounds has returned from
vacation to his work in Louisville, Ky
and through the South.
of Keitu s
Harry T. Jordan, manager
theatre io Philadelphia, ami his family,
Mrs. H. Χ. Β >1are visiting his mother,
ater.

to the
T. F. Hathaway is building on
Kicliardson house which he recently
small addition which will
pur based. a
contain a bath room on each floor.

Mrs. Clara C. Andrews has resigned
in the
the situation which she has had
store at Poland Spring, and Miss Catherthere.
iuf (i. Brings will take her place

Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray and Mr.
ami Mrs. Harry T. Jordan were at Freelaud Howe's cottage on Lake Penessee
wav.ee Friday with a party of college
frieuds and other».

Mrs. T. S. Barnes and daughter Helen
Lave been spending a week at Beverly
On Saturday
Cottage, Locke's Mills.

they

went

t<»

l eak s Island,
the summer.

Trefetheu's

where

they

landing,
spend

will

Music galore of late. On Thursday a
hurdy-gurdy was with us, and Friday
the second Italian street orchestra to
visit the place within two weeks made
This orchestra, which
its appearance.
flute aud harp,
is made up of violin,
visits us every year.
Amos A. Buck, who completed a senin jail for assault in May, was last
week returned to that institution. The
charges against him are two, assault, on
which he was tined but did nut pay the
tine, and larceny, on which he was
bound over to the October term of court.
The offences are alleged as having been
committed at South Bethel, and the
tence

Henry Coolidge.
A pretty wedding took place at the
Congregational parsonage at high noon
Wednesday, July 11. The contracting
parties were (Ha M. Swan ami Charles
I ton h aiu, both of West Paris. The bride
in blue silk.
was becomingly gowned
After the weddiug ceremony dinner was

complainant

was

served.
The parsonage parlor was
decorated with pink and white roses.
Mr. aud Mrs. Deuham will reside at
West Paris.

Work was begun the tirst of last week
the building of Walter I.. Gray's cottage on the east shore of Lake PennesseeThe lot 011 which
wassee, in Norway.
the cottage is built is a short distance
south of the I.eavitt cottage. The cottage will be a roomv buildiug, gtxifc
feet over all, with chambers up stairs,
ι'. H. Adams is doing the building. Mr.
liray is about putting in a sixteen-foot
gasoline launch for use between Norway
village and his cottage.
on

A party from this place went Wednes
to New Meadows Inu for a shore
Later they went to Bath, visdinner.
ited the Iron Works and inspected tht
battleship Georgia. Returning to Auburn for supper at the Elm House, they
arrived home ou the late traiu. In the
party were Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. Κ. N. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. George A
Briggs, Mr. aud Mrs. J. H. Bean, Mr
and .Mrs. Albert D. Park. Mr. and Mrs,
Mi not L. Whittle and son Kobert.

day

Talk about raiu ! We didn't Know .unabout it, though we thought we
did, until Tuesday afternoon. Λ little
after I o'clock a shower gathered in
what had been a fair sky, and we naturally looked for a half hour or so of rain,
lustead of that it poured steadily—except that by spells it poured a little
harder—until some time in tbe night.
There must have been nearly if not quite
three inches of rain, and Pennesseewassee
I.ake rose four inches over night. Tbe
It beat anyroads were badly washed.
thing we have seen in some years here.

tiling

Circle of the
lawn party at
the parsonage on High Street Thursday
fair evening.
the
next
evening if fair, or
Ico cream aud cake, home made candies
and other good things will be for sale.
The

Women's

Social

Baptist church will give

a

Advertised letters in South Paris
office July 10, 1900:
Mr·. Ktta Royal.
Mrs. Nellie Abbott.
Εti»l Slclilall.

S. F. Davis, P. M.

There will be a drill of the hose companies and hook and ladder company
Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock in Market
Square. The companies will not need to
bring their hose carriages.
Per Order Chief Engineer.

July.

A reception was given at their home
The four
Schools of the place
Thursday evening by Mr. and Mrs. will unite inSunday
a picnic at Gibson's Grove
Charles F. Ware, who were recently
of next week. The committees
married. A good number of their Tuesday
on the picnic are requested to meet at
friends were present, and the evening
Dr. Buck's office Tuesday evening of this
Xice refreshwas pleasantly passed.
week. Transportation to the grove will
Several gifts were
ments were served.
be either by trolley and boat or by team.
presented to Mr. ami Mrs. Ware.
Those who wish to go by team are reMr. and Mrs. Loy S. Kyster, who have quested to notify the committee of their
week
at
Hotel
been spendiuga
Andrews, Sunday School, or leave their names with
returned Saturday to their home in Bos- X. G. Elder, as early as possible.
Mr. Eyster, who was formerly of
ton.
The Western Avenue Club, the jolliest
this place and has been here on business
of the
social and up-to-date clubs
or less
more
during the past two or in this many
gay village, met Saturday afterthree years, was married June 27th to
noon from two to five, with Mrs. S. C.
Miss Ethel Louise Kideout of Cambridge,
Ordway. The name of the club locates
Mass.
it and its "charter members" comprise
Miss Beulan t ruringion οι uecnamc ten ladies each with Mrs. before her
this
name, and all residents and owners on
Kails, a graduate of Colby College
year, lias been elected teacher iu the the avenue; but if you were led blindhigh school to succeed Miss Jewett. folded into one of their eocial affairs
Miss Purington comes of a scholarly you would certainly swear there were
family and took very high rank in her ten times ten all talking at once. All
college course. Her father is a lawyer the members and four honored guests
and her uncle, George
Purington, is were present at Mrs. Ordway's. Reprincipal of Farmington Normal School. freshments of ice cream and fancy
crackers were particularly appropriate
William K. [Iolmes is with his parents,
and welcome on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes, for the sum- Former
meetings have been with Mesmer vacation.
During the past year Mr. dames Smiley,
Richards, Merrill and
a
course
has
been
Holmes
taking spécial
Farnum. Next meeting is to be with
of
Institute
Massachusetts
the
in
Mrs. Anderson and i· to be gentlemen's
Technology. For the coming year he is night, when baked beans, baked in a
to be instructor in chemistry in Xatick
"straw box," are to form part of the reHigh School, Xatick, Mass. L. E. Pulsi- freshments.
fer, formerly of this town, is a member
of the Xatick school board from which
Base Ball.
he received the appointment.
KADCLIFFE 3; ΒΚΥΑΝΤ'β PONI> 2.
A Socialist meeting in the Square Friliefore a small crowd Saturday afterday evening was addressed by M. W.
Wilkins of California, national organizer noon, Kadcliffe defeated Bryant's Pond
of the party. He spoke for an hour or in a loosely played but interesting game
of
more, to a fair sized group of hearers. by the score of 3 to 2. The make-up
His time was devoted mainly to an argu- the Kadcliffe team was considerably
much
ment for a change in the order of things, chanced, and the outtield was
based on the assertion that the laboring stronger, covering a lot of ground aQ(]
class produced the wealth of the woild. backing up the infield in good shape.
and ought to have it instead of the boss Thp opposing pitchers were Jordan and
programme of the J. Farnum and there was little to choose
getting it. Thewhich
is to furnish the from between the two.
Jordan, howSocialist party,
practical remedy, was not set out with ever, received better support at critical
times, and did some good batting which
great clearness.
helped hiiu to win his game.
Two small dogs and a cat gave an inBoth teams played poorly in the openthe
the
in
exhibition
square
teresting
Pur Bryant's Pond, three
ing inning.
other evening. The dogs were apparenterrors and one hit, which might have
ly in the preliminary stage uf a scrap, on been scored an error, presented them
the ruttted edge of bad temper and mak- with one run. For
Kadcliffe, four errors \
ing a manifestation of it, when the cat, a and a stolen base enabled them to score
in
the
home
her
makes
which
gray tiger
two runs.
basement of Odd Fellows Block, butted
In the fourth inning, Parlin led off
in
and
in
the
mixed
melee,
and
in
up
with a hit, Jordan also hit safely, Pike
three seconds the dogs were dispersed was hit
by a pitched ball, filling the
and hurrying toward their respective bases.
Nash then turned in a neat
homes, while the cat calmly sat down in sacrifice and Parlin scored, Leonard
the middle of the street and smoothed fiied out to D.
Hayes, who threw Jordan
down her rutHed fur, which was stand- out at the
plate.
ing on end, like quills upon the fretful
Emery and Billings started the seventh
porcupine, so called.
with safe hits, Jordan threw wild on J.
The downpour of rain Tuesday night Farnum's sacrifice and Emery scored,
secmade it out of the question to give the Billings reaching third and Farnum
Wight had ond. I>. Hayes hit to Cole, who fieldod
concert which Professor
and Billings was
arranged for the close of his singing the ball to the plate,home
third.
and
class, and it was postponed to Thursday run down between
J. Farnum off seceveniug. A pleasant evening was thus Leonard then caught
field
centre
secured, aud a very good audience assem- ond, Nash coming in from
This spoiled
bled in New Hall. The programme was and making the play.
to tie the score.
well varied with solos, duets, quartettes Bryant's Pond's chance
ninth innings Bryant's
and choruses. Mr. Tower, Mr. Dunn, In the eighth and
three order.
Mrs. Bradbury and Mrs. FiHeld of Nor- Pond went out in one, two,
local singers
The feature of the game was the playway, aud some of the best
the game thorhad numbers on the programme. None ing of Nash, who knows
all the time.
of them are strangers to a South Paris oughly and played ball
The many friends of Irving Pike were
audience, aud all seemed to be at their
him once more playing, after
best. Au interesting number which was glad to see
the game for two seasons
not down on the printed programme being out of
which showed on account of illness. The game did him
was a class exercise,
is hoped he will be able
something of the thorough rudimental no harm, and it
His two errors
work doue by Professor Wight with hie to continue playing.
while the choruses were made on the first two men at the
younger scholars,
and
demonstrated his ability in training for bat, after that he steadied down
One of the most played in his old time form.
more advanced work.
The arnrβ:
taking features of tbe eveuiug was the
badcliffe.
chorus of little girls with dolls—about
with a
Α.Β. Κ. B.H. P.O. Α. Κ.
forty little girls all in white, each
0
0
«
1
S
1
c.f
doll aUo in white. Professor Wight has Naah
4
0
S
0
1
.....4
Lwunl. c
in
υ
0
0
8
0
4
done good work with hie class, which
DeWolfe, l b
0
4
5
0
1
4
fully appreciated by those who have Cole.i-b 3-b
0
2
10
4
0
Lowell,
taken advantage of it.
0
0
S
1
0
4
I
f
C. Ha} en.
1
0
1
S
1
4
r.f.
Parlln,
Manufacturthe
Mason
The factory of
0
13
0
2
4
.Ionian, ρ
2
4
0
3
1
ing Co.. now uuder construction, is a Pike. ·.·
2

j

place. Carpenters, masons and
ami
plumbers, with all their helpers deai
general workmen, are working for
life, and the work is making consider-

Total·

33

3

8

BRYANTS POND.
AH.
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3

27

B.H. P.O.
3
1
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
10
0
1
1
0
0
5
12
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
0

K.

POINT

DECIDED

BY

OXFORD

LAW

15

β

E.
2
1
0
I
0
4
0
1
4
2
10
0
0
0
3
1
1

A.

COURT

CHUKCHI·.

IK

Bev. Β. β.
Rlileout, Pastor. PiwhlM «errloe Sunday.
M.; Y. P. 6.
10 Λ0 ▲. M.; Sabbath
C. B., Sun'lav Evening, ί® P. M.;
lng, 7 .-00 P. M ; regular weekly Prajer Meeting,

CASK.

Second

Congregational Church,

ScbooQ»·»

À decision bM been banded down bj
the law court in the caae of State vi. Intoxicating Liquor· and Lawrence Pembroke, claimant, which was reported to
the court on an agreed statement ol
The
(acts.
liquor· were shipped
C. 0. D., addressed to Pembroke at 4

'WSSSi·W

to,.

®°°*5'

».

·■

Df-Si

Deputy Grand Chancellor· bave been
appointed for the Knight· of Pythla· in
tnia section of the state aa follow·:
Diatriot No. 8.—O. L. Stanley, Oui·
pee Lodge, No. 40, Kezar Fall·.
Diatriot No. 16.—Fred H. Bartlett,
Hiawatha Lodge, No. 49, Eaat Stone-

owiai

Store, Norway.

Dr.

uncut-B

JU8T TRY THIS DEPARTMENT.

A Cartel· Car· fir Aehls| Feet.
HOSE for
Alien's Foot Ewe, a powder; cares Tired,
Aching, Sweeting. Swollen feet. Simple sent LADIES'
Sanitabt
Foot-Basi
ntKETslso ism pie of
Cork-Pad, s new Invention. Address, Allen 8. LADIES1
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.

IS .00 M. : Prayer Meeting, Sunday
express company
liver express within the limits of the M., Wednesday evening, 7 JO.
have
STATU) MEETINGS.
village, and this package wonld
Metbtr Grsy'i Swot Pswdsn fer ChlUrss,
In Waterford, July 9, to the wife of Llewellyn
been delivered later in the day. It wai
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse In the
F. ft A. M. Regular meetlnr of Oxford Lodge, Mlllett, λ toil.
In Kezar Fall*, July 8, to the wife of A. G. Children's Home In Hew York. Care rsverlihadmitted that tbe liquors were intended No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
Cram, a daughter.
ness, Bed Stomach, Teething Disorders, more
for illegal sale. The question at issue before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
Id Keaar ralla, July 3, to the wife of Harry end regulate the Bowels ana Destroy Worm».
Evening, on or
was whether the package was protected No. 29, assembles Wednesday
a
8.
R.
A
M.,
Eatea,
daughter.
Over S0,000 testimonial·. Tkey nevtr Adl. At all
before full moon. Oxford Council,
Id Stoneham, Jnly, to the wife of Leslie Mc- druggists, 26c. Sample Γ&ΚΚ. Address, Allen
against seizure under the inter-state Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
too*
after
a
Allister,
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, η. T.
evening
of tbe constitution No. 1, Ark Marinera, Wednesday
commerce clause
Id Ad do ver, July 3, to the wife of Arthui
moon.
until its delivery at the street and num- full
a ton.
Clark,
meeting
O.
O.
I.
F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular
In Andover, July 1, to the wife of Charlea
ber specified in the address. Tbe de- In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tueeday Evening.
a eon.
cision is that it was, in tbe following re- Wlldey Encampment, No. 31, meets In Odd Morgao,
Id Bochdale, Ma··., July 11, to the wife ol
EvenFellows' Had, second and fourth Friday
script.
f lags of each month. Mt. Hope B*bekah Lodge, Byron G. Anderaon, a sod.

custom

No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
Whitehouse, J.—The con- I K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway lllock
Rescript,
entered into a contract with the every Thursdav Bvenlng. υ. B., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 13, meets third Friday of each
for the
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, P. 8., second
from and fourth Friday
of a box of
evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
to No. 4
street,
each month at Grange Hall.
of
fourth
Saturdays
O.
Rumford Falls, Uaine. It was a C.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
and it was the
D.
New O. A. R. Hall on the llrat Tueeday Evonlng
of the express company either to of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Monof tbe
make a

by
I
signors
transportation
Express Company
intoxicating liquors
Covington, Ky.,
Byron
unquestioned

Robes and

Blankets,

■"· '■ H. Lid.tone

«fi Ï83

"yliSÏ'ySS&ÎÎJ"'"'M
»· »· »*»·. «r.
'AS:·,

and all kinds of supplies for
horse and stable of

package day evening.
P.—Lakeside

the consignee,
or to leave it at bis residence or place of
business designated as No. 4 Byron
Street. The liquors were intended for
unlawful sale in this state. In Am. Ex.
Co. vs. Iowa, 106, U. S., 133, the question of a shipment by express C. 0. D.
was necessarily involved and directly determined. In that case the plaintiff received four package· of intoxicating
liquor at Rock Island, Illinois, to be carried to Tama, Iowa, and there delivered
to four different persons, one of the
packages being consigned to each.
Upon the arrival of the packages at Tama
they were seized in the hands of the express agent by virtue of an information
they contained intoxicatcharging that
ing liquors intended for unlawful sale.
Without
passing upon the question
whether the property in a C. Ο. O. shipment is at the risk of the buyer or seller,
and without deciding when the sale is
completed the Federal Court held that
the packages in question received by au
express company in Illinois to be carried to the State of Iowa and there delivered to the consignees C. O. D. for tbe
price of the packages and the ex pressage
were interstate commerce under the protection of the commerce clause of the
Federal constitution and that prior to
their actual delivery to the consignees
they could not be confiscated under the

t
UiUSt
n«
r*v-·"w

Harness,

Married.

Ρb*

—

The transportât ion of the liquor from
the office of the express company at
Rumford Falls to No. 4 Byron Street waa
a part of the continuous interstate shipment from Kentucky to the street and
number designated at Rumford Falls
and the package was protected from the
operation of the laws of Maine until the
act of transportation waa consummated
by the delivery of the package at its
place of ultimat« destination in this
state. The seizure was made before
the transportation was terminated and
was an
interruption of au interstate
shipment. It was therefore premature
and unauthorized.
While therefore intoxicating liquor
continues to be recognized by Federal
authority as a legitimate subject of
interstate commerce section 31 of chapter
27 of the revised statutes of 188:) as
amended id section 39 of chapter 29 of
the revised statutes of 1903, so far as it
applies to interstate commerce transportation, must be deemed incompatible
with the interstate commerce clause of
the Federal constitution.
The entry must therefore be
Judgment for the claimant.
Order for a return of the liquors to
issue.
E. C. Park, county attorney, for state;
Bisbee & Parker for claimant.

Maine News Notes.

Morgan S. Flaherty, a well known
Maine newspaper man, has accepted the
editorial charge of the Lewiston Morning News. Mr. Flaherty has been associated with the Rockland Star, the Bangor News and other Maine newspapers.

Lodge, No. 177, meet* In
Ν. E. O.
NewG. A.R.Hall,on the first and third Wed-

LADIES, Fkst Black and Tao, Seamless,
HOSE, Lace, Blacc and Tao,

12 l-2c.

....

15c.

Black, Tan and

made in

HOSE, light, medium and heavy, regular
26c.
White,
25c.
LADIES' HOSE, Lace, Black, White and Tan,
and lace, Black and
LADIES' HOSE, in cotton, lisle and silk finish, in both plain
l-2c.
37

Tan,

50c.
in silk,
...
LADIES' HOSE, in White Lisle, embroidered
with silk clocking, 50c.
and
Tan
Champagne
Gauze
Black,
Lisle,
LADIES' HOSE,
50c.
....
LADIES' HOSE, Black Lace with silk embroidery,

j

12 l-2c.

1-2
CHILDREN'S HOSE, heavy ribbed, sizes 5 to 9
MISSES' HOSE, fine ribbed, sizes 5 to »,

15c.

BOYS' HOSE, heavy ribbed, sizes 5 to 9,
sizes 0 to 9,
MISSES' HOSE, plain, ribbed and lace, Black and White,
Une.
the
of
Hint
Hoalery
a
but
This la

Friday Afternoons During July

Our Store Closes

and

15c
25c.

August.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

"ft* »«S5'fe ft

nesday evenings of each month.

O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. nail every Tueeday

KIND.

SMILEY

Dlatriot No. 17.—Byron W. Tnttle,
Oxford Bear lx)dge, No. 54, Hanover.

a,,
Olaaae· on weekly payment·.
Byron Street, Rumford Falls, and were
meeting, Tuesday evening; claw meeting
seized when deposited at the expresi prayer
Epworth League, Sunday Parmenter. Bead my aa.
Friday evening.
M.
office in Rumford Falls before being de- I evening, 0.-00 P.
Bev. B. 8. Cotton, Paator
livered at the address given. It was the I Baptist Church,
Preaching service, 10 Λ) A. M. ; Sabbith School,
to deBora.
of the
evening 7 P.
Il.w

HOSIERY SAVING

BOWEL COMPLAINT IN CHILDREN.
During the summer month· children
are anbject to disorders of the bowel·
which should reoeive careful attention MAY AMOUNT TO A NEAT LITTLE SUM BY USING THE
aa soon ae the first unnatural loose ne*·
of the bowel· appear·. The best medicine in aie for bowel complaint ia
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DiarWE CONSIDER, FIRST, QUALITY ; SECOND, PRICE.
rhœa Remedy aa it promptly controls
bowels.
it why
any unnatural looseness of the
Yarns used in the manufacture must be of high quality, this
For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris;
Jonea Drag Store, Oxford; Noyea Drug λ pair of stockings bought here last longer than some other.

Personal.

NORWAY.

Ordered Returned.

shipment
post duty
personal delivery
to Lawrence Pembroke,

Mrs. G. C. Pratt was a welcome guest
at the Methodist parsonage last Tuesday
Kev. J. H. Little and family left Monand on account of the rain remained over
night. Mrs. Pratt is not in vigorous day morning for their summer home at
health and greatly eujoys seeing her Harpswell. Mrs. Little, who has been
friends. Her memory is unimpaired and ill, is better, and it is thought will be
she relates many interesting and historic benefited by the salt water. Mr. Little
wilt return to occupy his pulpit through
incidents.

busy

I

The Liquor*

South Paris.

evening.
C. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Died.
month.
U. O. G. C—Norway Commandery, No. 347.
of
fourth
evenings
Thursday
meets second and
CIVIL ENQINEER5 AND SURVEYORS,
Id Lewlitoo, July 9, Mrs. Eveline A. Jackson
each month
of South Paria, aged 78 yeara.
SS High Street, South Parts, Maine.
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 3, meets In Ryer·
John
Devereux,
Kezar
aged
In
Falls,
9,
July
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
86 yeara.
to
Maps and Plans made to order.
May
third
evenings,
anu
Thursday
May, first
Γη Norway, July 11, George W. Stone, aged 86
of
September.
Maps of the Umberlands and pocket msps
yeara, 2 months, S daya.
each
county for sale.
Charles
McKenney,
East
in
In
was
S,
Hebron,
July
Littlefield
E.
of
Hon. Charles
(Pu6ll hers of the Atlas Maine.)
aged 8! yeara.
town Thursday.
In Eaat Hebron, July 5, A. P. Brown.
commenccd
have
who
Parthenla
Mrs.
June
Holt,'
farmers
Id
The
27,
Fryeburg,
aged 82 year*.
haying report au average yield.
Id Kaat II I ram, July 4, Mr*. Mary Ann Flye,
Mr. and Mre. Howard D. Smith ataged 62 yeara.
In Kezar Fall*, July 9, Charles H. Wale·, aged
tended the wedding of their son, Mark
80 yeara.
Smith, at Vinalhaven recently—not the about
In Hebron, July 4, Mr*. Stella Arabloe Whltas
reported temore,
wedding of Fred E. Smith
widow of Jo·hua Whlttemore, aged 65
last week.
yeara, 1 month, 24 daya.
came
In
Bethel,
July 10, Thoinaa B. Kendall, aged
Business of special importance
69 yeara.
No better at any
before the monthly meeting of the NorId Bumford Falls, July 11, Joho W. Milne.
Id Andover, July 6, Mrs. Sadie (Learned),
way Board of Trade Tueeday evening,
$3.50 and $4.00.
wife of Edward Pratt, aged 34 yeara.
July 10th.
The water in the lake is the highest it
has been for years. It is nearly over the
Grass for Sale.
road at Norway Lake and at several
road
points between that and Crockett
About five acres of standing grass
is
South Paris.
station
new
ice house. The
pumping
reached by walking the plank, being for sale at
wholly surrounded by water.
THE BEECHES,
Mr. and Mrs. James O. Smith of
Paris Hill
Isle visited his sister, Edith M.

J. H. STUART & CO.,

Norway, Maine.

MARK DOWN SALE

FOR MEN.

Presque
Smith, this week.

They will spend

police

attorney.

Dr. E. A. Sheehy will attend the meeting of the Maine dentists at Kineo.
Annie Gibson is visiting relatives and

Colebrook, Ν. H.
Although the rain fell in

friends in

torrents the
Professional, Whist
members of the
Club carried out their programme and
visited Ridlon's cottage for an evening's
left in
outing Tuesday afternoon. They
the rain late in the afternoon and greatly
the
enjoyed the sail up, their stop at and
cottage, where supper was served,
the return trip.
Aaron H. Kenerson has returned from
Rangeley Lakes where he went last
week. We understand he contemplates
near
opening a barber shop here in the with
future and running it in connection
his insurance business.
Miss Agnes Sanborn is at home with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Sanborn,
for her summer vacation. Miss Sanborn
is a very successful teacher in the Portland
public schools. She formerly
taught in this village with success.
A party consisting of Dr. and Mrs. W.
A. Drake and son, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Terry and daughter of North Weymouth,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Home and Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Home of Norway and Miss
Florence Home of Portland enjoyed the
day Wednesday at the Drake cottage.
T. L. Heath and crew have completed
the stone abutments for the new iron
bridge on Pleasant Street. They are to
build the stone work for the North
Waterford bridge and also for the
near
bridge over the outlet of Bear Pond
■

Mrs. Sarah A. McLaughlin, aged 73,
wife of David McLaughlin of South
Levant, was killed at Hermon Centre
Friday by being thrown from her carriage. The horse took fright and ran
away, Mrs. McLaughlin being thrown
fractured. Her
and her skull
out
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Josiah McCobb of
Hermon, was also thrown out, but not South Waterford.
Bernice Walker of Livermore Falls,
seriously injured.
of Dean Walker, is with reladaughter
the
of
purThe announcement is made
tives in town for a time.
Union
and
Harbor
chase of the Bar
Dennis Pike has nearly completed his
River Power Company by a syndicate of
double tenement house on Paris Street.
and
capitalists,
York
New
Philadelphia
Horace Pike did the work.
of which John R. Graham of Bangor is
Mrs. Fred Perry, assistant K. F. D.
the head. The men behind the deal are
notwithdrove Tuesday,
messenger,
the owners and principal stockholders of
the heavy rain. She made the
standing
the Bangor Railway & Electric Company,
was
trip on time and came in when it
the Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath Railthe hardest.
raining
which
with
way and other enterprises
James 0. Crocker has just put a hot
Mr. Graham ie connected. The rights
air furnace in for Horace S. Perry, Norhas
which
the
just
owned by
company
work on a coal
way Lake, and is now at
changed hands are said to be for the best furnace for Frank H. Hurd at the Ordwater power in Maine, capable of deway place.
uuiuo uu
veloping 8,500 horse power from the
George W. Stone αϊ en at mo
Union River near Ellsworth at a low Summer Street Wednesday morning.
cost. The present amount of capital
He was born May 8, 1820, and for the
involved in the transfer is said to be
twenty years has been one of Norpast
deabout $700,000, but when it is fully
best citizens. His wife, Mary A.
way's
of
veloped it will mean a transaction
has been some time
of

$3,000,000.

Jordan,

Albany,

NOTICE.

In tbe District Court of the United States
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

for the

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
William W. Blanchard,
)
of Canton, Bankrupt.
W.
William
Blanchard, In
To the creditors of
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
the
Mb day of
on
that
la
Notice
hereby given
July, A. D. 1906. tne said William W. Blanchard
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe first
meetlnar of hla creditors will be held at tbe olHce
or tbe Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
on the 28tb day of July, A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time tbe said creditors
a
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, July Ιβ. 1906.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptov.

Brooks'.
in the Moxie,

at

It's not
There's

31 Market

SB.

Supreme Judicial Court In Equity.
July 12, 1906.
C. L. ANDREWS

llowe, Freeland
Jlorne. Mrs. H. L
Hobbs, Geo. W

Hathaway. Chas. L
Harding, Mrs. J. A
Jones, Mr·. Kate Η
Jackson, Abner F
Kimball, Frank
Mtllett. Harriet Ρ
McCreill·. Albert C
Noyes, The F. H. Co
Noyes, Anna and Geo. L
Norway 8avtngs Bank
Norway and Paris Street Hallway Co....
Norway Water Co
Norway Shoe Shop Co
Norway Bulldlnc Association
Prince, 8. B. ft Z. 8
Pride, Charles A
Pike, A. L. F
J
8wett, The B. N. Co.

SPOOL AND WOOD TURNING COMPANV.
C. L. Andrews of Auxusta In the County of
Kcnnebec and State of Maine complains against
the Maine Spool and Wood Turning Company, a
corporation duly existing by law and located at
the town of Dlxflrld, Oxford Count?, and says,
(1) The plaintiff Is Clerk of said Maine Spool
and Wood Turning Company.
(2) At a meeting of tbe stockholders of said
called therefor, and held at
corporation legally
sild Augusta on the twelfth day of July, I'JOe,
the stockholders voted to dissolve said corporation.
(3) There are no existing assets of said corporation to be distributed, and no liabilities.
Therefore plaintiff prays,—
(1) That said defendant corporation may be
dissolved and terminated.
(2) That the plaintiff mar have such other
and further relief as the need of the case may
MAINE

require.Ami that such notice of this bill may be
(3)
given to tbe defendant corporation as the Court
may

see

lit to Issue.

C. L. ANDREWS.

KENEBEC,

July 12,1906.

88.

BROOKS—The

Pharmacist.

Next to Post Office, South Pari·.

TEACH EBS.

We want all tin teacher* we can get. both
sexes, for Kali positions, ungraded, primary,
8en«l for circular
irramnrtr, anil high schoolc.
and register.
Teachers'
Maine
Agency,
Eastern
Stockton Springs, Maine.
XOTICE.
Town of
We wl»h all who do work for the
their 1*111
l'arls on the Highway would present
section of the town
to the Se'ectman In
hare
Saturday. We want to glT6 the order and

his

STATE OF MAINE.

Thin personally appeared C. L. Andrews and
made oath that he has read the above bill and
knows tbe contents thereof, and tbat the same la
true of hla own knowledge, except the mattera
stated to be on Information and belief; that as
to those matters he believes them to be true.
Before me

ejrery

theworkonourbook.j.EcTMKN
ARNOLD'S

Qf pARI8

On the foregoing bill of complaint It la ordered
that notice of the pendency thereof be given bv
publishing an attested copy of the aforesaid bill
and this order of notice thereof for three weeks
a newssuccessively In the Oxford Democrat,
paper published In South Parle, the last
before
Monday
tlon to be at least fourteen days
tbe twentieth day of August, 1906, at which time
cnurt
the
at
bill
on
said
be
a
there will
hearing
house at said South Paris at ten o'clock A. M.
A.M. SPEAR,
Justices. J. Court.
A true copy of bill
Attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN,

F. A.

Ten first-class

Wanted.

carpenters wanted

at once.

Mason Manufactuhing Co.
South Paris.

Clerk.

Stone, Frank Ρ

Stevens.Charles A
Smith, Eugene F
Smiley. Thomas
Sanborn, Fred W
Tubbs, Charles Ν
Woodman, John A

Abbott, W. Τ

30137
16718

Nonresidents.

116 00
1H70
190 IB
176 9i

Tabbs, Abble J
Tlbbetts, Charles C
Whltoomb, W.H

The post office at China

was

broken

Sunday night by some oerson ors
but
peraona unknown. They maoe
ai
alight haul of government property,
Into on

I

there was no money and but few s ta m pi
In the drawer·. Some of the personal
property belonging to Mr. Waahburn,
the postmaster, was taken.

1000 Yards Lace at 5c.
placed on our
counters Friday Morning,
May 4th. Come in and see
These

SHURTLEFF & CO.

Carpenters

publics

Standard Wood Fibre Plaster,
Superior Substitute

=

360 Pieces Lace at 10c.

by

Cholera Infantum

JOBS

==

BALSAM

Wed

ANNIE WINTER.
Authorized to Administer Oaths, Ac.
Uoath A Andrews, Complainant's Solicitera.

were

them.

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

P.

A.

F. A. HHCBTLEFF * CO.

IHCBTLEFF * CO.

Now is the time to kill the

Bugs and Insects
that

We have

quantities

destroy

Bug Death
as

you may

the Potatoes,
in

100

require.

Squash

pound kegs,

Parie Cireen in 1-4, Ι·2, and

1

anil other vines.
or

smaller

pound packages.

Hellebore in 1-4, i-a, and 1 pound packages.
Whatever you need
Powder Shakers, small and large sizes.
can
procure
protect your crops you

to

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F.

A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores, j SfÎSÎ!' 1Maine·
SUMMER STOKE—PARIS HILL.

r.

A.

snDBTLEFF A CO.

F.

A.

«HCBTLETF A CO.

BLUE STORE8.

Haying Tools!
FURNISHINGS N.
Dayton Bolster & Co.

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
AND OTHER

SMART SUMMER

18018
134 87

138 00
IN 00
110 40
924 50
«94 25
290 00
848 15
172 50
100 50
124 70
115 00
146 46
1M88
106 67
173 50
377 81

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

BUSINESS COLLEGER

138 S3
114 31
10030
158 10
1,011 05
106 56
184 45
114 02
192 0S
184 70
101 »
150 90
35115
106 79
11517
141 78
144 SO

good

vs.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Bolster, J. F
Bradbury, Β. Κ
Crooker, J. 0
Humming*, J. M
Cummings. C. B. ft Sons.
Danforth. .las
Danforth, F. A
RllloU. K. Q.
Foster, Η. Β

style

F. PLUMMER,

J.

a reason.

deceased. Of the nine children seven
for Lime.
A
Funeral services at his
MODEST CLAIMS OFTEN CARRY survive him.
late home Friday at 10 o'clock. Rev. B.
Will not crack in dryTHE MOST CONVICTION.
S. Rideout officiated.
Tougher and more durable than lime mortar.
When Maxim, tbe famous gun inFrank A. Danforth has sold his lake
or
hair,
simply add sand and
lime
up
of
beating
No bother
slacking
ventor, placed bis gun before a com- cottage to Capt. F. C. Tribou of South ing.
the leading masons.
It is economical and is endorsed and used by
water.
mittee of judges, he stated its carrying Paris.
what he felt
the
below
leased
much
has
be
to
Parmeuter
Dr. DeWitt
power
do a small amount of
The
It is especially desirable for those wishing to
aure the gun would accomplish.
Crooker place at Steep Falls.
is visitand
Portland
of
result of the trial was therefore a great
Bicknell
ready for immediate
B.
Benj.
work or patching up, as it is quickly prepared
surprise, instead of disappointment. ing his brother, W. A. Bicknell, for a
hours.
in
hard
and
twenty-four
of
use and becomes thoroughly dry
It is the same with the manufacturers
few days.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DiarW. C. Leavitt is painting his store and
address
For further particulars and inform ition, call on or
rhwa Remedy. They do not publicly repairing the tenement over it.
boast of all this remedy will accomplish,
Mr. and Mrs. John Howe of Bryant's
but prefer to let the users make the Pond were the guests of Rev. and Mrs.
statements. What they do claim, is that Charles Brooks this week.
it will positively oure diarrbcoa, dysenThe lake side of the Norway Lake
tery, pains in the stomach and bowels road is to be newly railed with cedar
and has never been known to fail. For rails by Chu. W. Partridge.
Soutli Pari·.
sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Postmaster Akers, for years secretary
Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes of Norway Lodge, No. 16, I. O. 0. P.,
has resigned the position, which has
Drug Store, Norway.
been filled by the election of Merton L.
fell
school of buiioesa training in the Mate
of
Littleiield
Proepect
James H.
equipped
Kimball.
of Maine. To all graduate* of the coaiblaed
from his mowing machine Monday noon
Lizzie M. Rideout of Garland is visitcourae we guaraatMapoaltlo· or rallied
and tbe knives cut off his right arm snug ing at Rev. B. S. Hideout's.
ona-half of the tuition money. Find employcontax
to his shoulder; he died in a very few
payers
The following Norway
ment by which itudent· can pay board while atminutes. Mr. Littleiield was 71 years of tribute to the expense of the town and
farmers
school. Send for illuitrated catalogue.
one hundred dollars
tending
etc.,
age, one of the most respected
corporation,
AtfdreM, BUSS BUSINESS COLLEGE. Uwbtoa, Ik.
in Waldo County. A widow survives or over for the year 1906:
the
in
him. He bad served two terms
$ 117 80
Adam», C. H
172SO
H.f.JtE.K
Legislature and was a prominent *nrtrewi.
181 10
J
II.
Bangs,
Granger.
13110
Barker, Mr*. Gertrude

Kariium, 2-b
able show. While a portion of the F.
W. Faruuin. Lf.
main building is up only one story as L. Rowe. 3-b
ol
<*haw, 1U.
yet, a portion is up to full height
·.·
three stories, with the roof timbers on. N.Howe,c..
Emery,
which
is
boiler
house,
The walls of the
Billing*, c.f
entirely of brick, are up to the top of the J. Farnutn, ρ
Several machines have al- D. Hajee, r.f
two boilers.
it
7
14
24
β
2
33
ready been unloaded into the mill, and
ToUl·,
is proposed to get a portion of the mill
Score by Inning·.
do
to running as soon as it is possible to
12345678 9—Total.
waiting to get the whole Hailcllffe,
2 001 0000 X— 3
Congressman Charles E. Littletield, so, without
has not been Bryant'· Pond,..l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0— 2
who has started on a tour of tbe Second building tiuished. Work
Sacrifice hit·. Nash,
south end of the building,
Two banc hit. Jonlan.
Congressional District, was at Hotel An- begun on the
in length, r. Karnutu. Stolen base·, Naeh, Parlln, Jonlan.
drews Wednesday evening and met mem- which will be eighty feet
Struck out, by .Ionian 2; by J.
« \V. Karnuiu.
bers of tbe Republican town committees separated from the other portion by
Kara uni 2. Left on baeee, Badcliffe 9; Bryant'·
Delook;
shows
what
Double
already
Pond 4
play·, Ionian to Piketo toLeonof this and adjoining towns and other brick wall, but
Wolfe; Cole to Pike to De Wolfe; Cole
Although a like doing a lot of business, and the mil ard
interested Republicans.
to Leonard to Naah ; F. Farnum to
Lowell
to
and substan
Flrat base on
lover of horses Mr. Littletield is making is most certainly as solid
N. Kowo; D. Haye· to Emery.
desired. In error*, Badcliffe β; Bryant1· Pond 4. Hit by
this trip in an automobile to make time, tial a building as could be
2.
Faroum
Umpire, Heb
Paroic pitched ball, bv J.
and has encountered some of the troubles stead of shingles and clapboards,
bard. Scorer, Thayer.
SAVED HIS COMRADE'S LIFE.
on both roof ant
used
be
will
autoist.
tbe
to
which occasionally come
rooting
th»
South Paris Grammar School waa de"While· returning from the Grand
lie was due here at about ">:30 Wednes- walls. A well is being drilled by
of Bridgton, U feated ίο IU game with Fry θ Grammar Army Encampment at Washington City,
day afternoon, but owing to some diffi- Maxwell Λ Dodge Co. source
of watei at Lew is ton Saturday afternoon by a a comrade from Elgin, 111., was taken
little
an independent
a
was
furnish
it
with
the
carbureter,
culty
will h score of 18 to β. The South Paris boys with cholera morbus and was in a critiafter s when the auto labored in here. supply for the fire pump which
not show cal condition," says Mr. J. E. Houghplayed very loosely and did
Mr. Littletield was game, however, and installed.
the K<x>d head work they have in their land, of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave him
though supperless proceeded at once to
th<
of
Lee
DiarF. J. McMaugh and K. A.
previous games. This game Rives Frye Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
attend to hie overdue engagement, lettiug
States Geological Survey an Grammar the state championship.
rhoea Remedy and believe saved hie life.
the little matter of eating go until after- United
is
As
perhapi
I have been engaged for ten year· io
working in this vicinity.
ward.
The lovers of base ball in this vicinity
State·, ii
immigration work and oonducted many
the
generally known, the United
showing
with
is engaged 01 are much pleased
to the south and west. I always
Mrs. Eveline A. Jackson of this town connection with the state,
bis first game of pro- parties
in
made
Webber
worl
a
the
state,
this
remedy and have used It sucdied Monday night of last week at the a thorough survey of
carry
Saturday.
Th fessional ball at Lewiston
Central Maine General
Hospital in which will cover several years. in th Webber is a South Paris boy and it looks cessfully on many occasions." Sold by
South Paris; Jonei
I.ewiston. Mrs. Jackson went to tbe men who are here are engaged
to be a fine left- Shurtleff & Co.,
of the survey, am m if be would prove
Store,
no more Drag Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug
of
hospital some weeks ago for an opera- topographical division
a
For
boy
hand pitcher.
callet
tion for the removal of an internal can- their work is to establish what is
had his work Norway.
has
he
than
froin which othe experience
cer, but the ca icert us condition was a primary level line,
He pitched on the newlj
was very fine.
Th
OLD CHRONIC SORES.
the
found so bad that no attempt at removal parties who come later will work.
now at worl
organized Lewiston leam against
a dressing for old chronic sorei
As
was made, and she quietly waited for lite upon which they are
Lewis
Cabots, a team from Brunswick, Web· there is nothing so good aa Chamberthe end. Mrs. Jackson, whose maiden starts in Poland, comes through Oxfor<
of 10 to 1.
ton winning by a score
Pond to South Parii
lain's Salve. While it is not advisable
name was Hackett, was formerly for by Thompson
out ten men, gave one base
struck
t
ber
should
Turner
and
Buckfield
tc to heal old aoree entirely, they
some time in tbe millinery business in thence through
team
the
held
opposing
on balls and
aftei
be kept in good condition for which thli
the building now occupied by Thayer's the Androscoggin River. Saturday
Wed
will
again
He
pitch
one safe hit.
distance east ο
salve is especially valuable. For sale bj
meat market. Later she became the noon they had got some
nesday of this week.
will resume their worl
Shurtleff Λ Co South Parla; Jones Druj
second wife of Lemuel W. Jackson, and the village, and
received Store, Oxford ; Noyea Drug Store, Nor
until his death lited with him on the toward Buckfield this week. They g
P. Maxim & Son bave just
At frequen
Wood Fibrt > way.
farm now owned by tbe town near the in the highway altogether.
a carload of the Standard
have palnte
been ap
Riscoe school house. A few year· since points along the line they
Plaster for which thej have
Tb
Bar Harbor1· firat annual dog aho*
for this section
she moved into the village. Mrs. .lack- in white U. S. and some figure·.
agents
special
pointed
Ft
will be held Auguat 16, 17 and 18.
She leaves no figures are altitude above sea level.
son was 78 years of age.
column.
See ad in another
front of Farrar
children of her own, but is survived by instance, a post in
DO NOT NEGLECT YOUR BOWELS
is marked 3ft
A HARD LOT
three brothers, Edwin A. Hackett of store in Market Square
ariae iron ι
fe<
380
is
altitude
fron
Many serious disease·
of trouble· to contend with, spring
Minot, Lucius W. Hackett of North indicating that the
ι
bridge at tl a
bowels neglect of the bowels. Chamberlaln'i
blockaded
and
liver
Scituate, K. L, and Samuel W. Hackett above sea level. The
torpid
Liver Tablets are a plea*
of figures, 34
them to their prope r Stomach and
of Riddeford, all of whom are older than grist mill bean two seta
awaken
unless
in
you
the altitude <
Pills ; ant and agreeable laxative. They
she. She was a most estimable, kindly and 330, Indicating that
action with Dr. King's New Life
tbe liver and regulate th
she the planks is 343 feet and the surface
and moat effective cur >,vigorate
the
woman, a friend to all with whom
pleasantest
For sale by Shurtleff & Co.
ia 330, whi
bowels.
the
held
bridge
below
ap
was
water
funeral
the
The
came in contaet
They prevent
for Constipation.
Store, Oxford ;
dam are tl
the system. 25c South Paris; Jones Drug
at her old home town of Minot Thurs- on the bulkhead at the
pendlcitis and toneà up
Store, Norway.
that to be the all
Drug
Noyes
store.
;
attended
showing
Co.'·
was
by
340,
and
drag
figures
day afternoon,
at F. A. Shurtleff
,
tude of the water above the dam.
Rs*. J. H. Little of tide place.

Good-

year's goods,

this

bargains.

says that he can gtt
the best glass of

Moxie

are

latest
year Welts, made in the
of the best Willow Calf and are

Inveterate
Drinker

STATE OF MAINE.
OXFORD,

These

An

J

$2.79.

From $3.50 to

a

week with Charles K. Smith in Portland
before returning.
Forrest Hall, son of Low Hall, of Oxford, was before the Municipal Court
the first of the week charged with violating tlie city laws of South Paria village
by riding on the sidewalk opposite the
cemetery. On complaint of
officer Bennett he was arrested and paid
No costs or witness
a fine of one dollar.
fees charged by court, officer Farrar, or

—>

Men's Russet Oxfords

Frothingham,

W. 0.

OF

—

price.

to

and coolness during the hot sumyour comfort
at our stores in great assortment.
found
days, are to be

add

mer

to

cuffs in whites and colors, $i.

COAT SHIRTS with attached
style of cut is the coming

shirt.

UNPERWEAR.

piece

THIN

Two

and Union Suits, 35c. to

$1.50.

LEATHER BELTS, FANCY HOSIERY, 25c„ 50c.
for summer
OUTING SUIT8 and OUTING TROUSERS
life and vacation

wear are

the ideal

apparel

for

This

out-door

men.

HATS.
WHITE DUCK TROUSERS, STRAW and CRASH
Don't spoil your vacation by wearing uncomfortable clothing.
at
A little money will go a great way toward your happiness
our

stores.

F. H. NOYES CO.,
South Paris,

(a Stores, )

Norway,

Scythes, Snaths, Drag Rakes,

Hand Rakes, Forks, Handles,
Scythe Stones, &c.

Paris Green, Bug Death, Eureka
sas Cattle Oil and Sprayers.
βΟ MARKB1T

IOUTH

Fly Killer,

Kan-

flQTJ.

ΡΔΗΙ8,

">·
CASTORIAi«w«an<cart. 5""
*<
Du m ÎNÏ1II Ajvijt BMfht

MAINŒ.

,,«7-3—

UNSUSPECTED

auficlted. AddrsM Kdttor
Oolumm, Oxford Deaoent, Put·. Mala·.
to

Hot Plates and Platters.
The fitful capricioua appetite of an
avalid necessitates the utmost care in
he serving of meals. Unless recovering
rom tjpnoid (when one could give a
avenoua wolf odds in hunger) most
atients soon find it hard to eat the
iroper amount of food required for the
peedy building up of atrength. There-

18a.-T*Um*U.
1. Esteem paid to worth.
%. a cavity used (or baking.
8. Modem.
4. A preposition.
5. A letter In sommer.
Wo.

*

the cause of numerous little tHing* that go
wroug with children. When they are tick yon
rarely think their sickness is caused by worm*.
Tkey are rarely treated far tvormt. Yet worms IK
the cause either directly or indirectly of over "5 per

•re

of the ailmeuts of children. "They are also
frequent cause of illness in adults. The familiar
symptoms of wormsarcdistuihedhcaltlt.dcranged
stomach, flirred tongue, variable appetite an<l
disbowel», increased thirst, itching of nostrils, indolence, malaria, irritability,
cing of teeth, slow fever and often in children, convulsionsturbed sleep, grinding
cent,

Ko.

it is essential to give them dainty,
empting meals. Even those ordinarily
he least aqueamiah will refuse to eat if
he service ia uninviting.
In preparing a convalescent's meala,
moat be considered. What
α any
,nd when be eats ia no more important
ban to have every article absolutely
rell cooked and aerved.
Invalids1 diet has now become a matter
if acience; every hoepital haa its diet
[itchen, nurses are carefully trained to
trepare nourishing diahea to tempt the
aded appetite, while there are delicateaena where cooking for the aick ia made
ore

18fe-lfotioMl MekaaaH.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

things

It
ever compounded.
only safe, sure, entirely vegetable worm remedy
the blood rich and pure
only expels worms but all wa^te matter, lenvint;
for
an.l the whole System >lrong and healthy, known ami used successfully
three gcucratious. This testimonial came with au order tor more Klixir.
I s 1.>N, Jl«., March 27, 1906.
is the
not

l>a. J. K. Tare,

Auburn,

:

k

.vus. jolis ιυυΚϋυΧ.
Sold

fric»

«U <lnl<n.

if

H-OO.

34c„ 5ûc.

Wi

fur frw Mill "Okikiraa u<l ii«r

OR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine.
t.t»l>llakc4 I

Cord Wood,

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Si I

Slab Wood,

—

Edgings,

Well known nicknames or two in·
Americans are represented In the
picture.—Farm and Fireside.

Wood and
Carpets StoveCoal
at

Wool
to close out odd

patterns and clean

mous

Comer Main and Danforth

Builders' Finish!

Sts.,

Θ. The name of a county In both Virginia and Kentucky.

Planing, Sawing

Stomach

West Sumner,

Maine.

192.—Concealed Central Acroatte.
[One word is concealed In each line.]
When monkeys strive to spell by sound.
When actions retail by the pound.
I'll turn my face toward old Dundee

And seek the land that pleases roe.
I'll hie me to a factory first;
With tea and toast I'll quench my thirst;
With both or neither I'll agree
That «weets and spice are not for me.

Block..

FRUIT, CONFECTIONERY,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TO-

BACCO, CIGARS, &c., WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL.

A
A
A
A
A

No. 11»:».—Diamond.
letter in parsley.
kind of fish.
large flower.
small insect.
letter in parsley.
No. 194.—Word

1. A beautiful flower.
2. Above or across.
3. Beholds.
4. Long ago.

WE RUN A TEAM, AND MAKE
FREE DELIVERY.

Commercial Brains

COME IN AND SEE US, AND

Underwood.

SEE IF WE

—

Imitations

are

Never

Good.

so

CO.,
Broadway, Hew Tork.
?· Exchange St..
Portland, >e.
IXUKRWOOll TYPEWRITER
Ml

Picture Frames

MOTICK.
In he District Court of the United State· for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Mats, Mirrors

In the matter of
JOHN T. GAUTHIER,
of Rumfoid Fall·, Bankrupt.

)

J In Bankruptcy,
)

To the creditor· of John T. Gauthier, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 25th day of
June, A. D. 1906, the said John T. Gauthier was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first

Mouldings s,J.

&

meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. S Market Square, South Paris,
the Mth day of July, A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, an«l transact
such other business a· may properly come before «aid meeting.
South Pari·, June 28. 1906.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

on

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Superb new

Graduate

steamers

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

Commencing June 10, from Portland
at 8 p. κ. and from Boston at 7 p. x.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steament of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.
General
J. K. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Agent,

CALVIN AUSTIN, President
Qeoeral Manager, Boston, Mms.

and

Meat Market.
_/

Fresh meats of all kinds

constantly on

pork a specialty.
arrives every Monday after-

Corned beef and salt

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

of this line leave

7 F. M.

Optician.

BEST WORK AND LOWEST PRICES IN OXFORD

$1 .HO.

Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boeton, daily (except Sunday) at

hand.

I

Jeweler and

COUNTY.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.
F«re

I

RICHARDS,

S.

J. H. STUART & CO.,

CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
35 High Street, South Parla, Maine.

Map· and Plans «ad· to order.
Maps of the tlmberlands and pocket map· of
county for sale.
(Publisher· of the Atlaa of Maine.)

each

A

For Sale.
saddle
and carriage horse,
good

not afraid

of

automobiles.

steam cars, electrics

R. L.

CUMMINGS,

At Hotel Andrews
South Paris, Maine.

or

or

Foundry,

warm

for the

invalid.

should be ρ

Tea and coffee

}q

dividual pot
pretTy Coffee
and^clo^iin;
be prepare
may also
cozy.
ZÂM, the

.η"β.»

Η-»

main till wanted.

:»a heat

af reantheTUfrequent iïtervaUu the
«.Wfonnd uL1
KfCt°omÎig"
fui and savins
and th®£n'°,'"jIc"0(°tUe
the patie
of the
three
either to hold
'Thete

broth*

on

a

on

nurse

one or

com.

«"gjjv
fin" ins ΑΙΑ wat£r' Md I
k7MÏ Ch°«?eft^t on°the gas,

it will retain its heat over

"to

long-contmued

Make

making of

—

SiSSSti

Of

lllnea

Milk-W
seem

and bake the bread before

Vegetable··

Bread.

read^not
to tm

having the
noon

the neat

£jnokT£

new

Γΐ,ΐιϊΐηο·

""ifîïiî

%Î,,TÈtopo? the*?ôp'°pi.S

K«jr to the Paaaler.
—

Out of

Nonsense:

Λ. 17(5.—Triple Crossword Enigma:
Vermont New Ybrk. Giorgia,
Letter Chauges: Pained,
No. 177.

bo a second

yeast.

—

pinned, pawnéd. penned, pond..panned,

punned, pined.
Να 178.
Geographical
—

Square: 1.

Sû15îfi£ffS
"temperature *wUl

'"J1
Κ ïbooti; "our,,

J«£

,kThVdÎn1hÎ'

J

]

mannish
Sie—There's
that I don't like."
e

a

streak

in

and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,

English

uitted.

"
Ά very good eaaav,' said the intructor, aa h» returned the paper, 'but,
f r. Smith, you ahould write alwaya so
bat the moat ignorant person can under-

tand every word you say.'
"The young man looked up anxiously,
What part of my essay was not clear to
ou professor?' he aaked."

"And he lived to read his

tary?"
"Tes, and
ras

not the

own

obit·

said be was glad to know he
liar in town."

only

Do the right thing if you have Nasal
at
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm
Don't touch the catarrh powders
Dnce.
ind snuffs, for they contain cocaine.
Ely's Cream Balm releasee the secretions
that inflame the nasal passages and the
throat, whereas common "remedies"
made with mercury merely drive them
out and leave you no better than you
In a word, Ely's Cream Balm is
were.
All druga real cure, not a delusion.
gists, 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
S6 Warren Street, New York.

Illl»pocratlc Era la Medici··.
Richard Cole Newton declares that
ven in the early days of the Hlpporatic era the art of surgery eschewed
11 forms of superstition and philosophai conjecture, attaining practical reAt a very
ults by direct methods.
arly age the profession of medicine
In Greece and In
ras

fully recognized

rewarded.

aany cases was generously
Ve read of swindlers and charlatan·
ratent medicines
α those days too.
rere also sold. T!ie«Hippocratlc oath,
riiich for over twenty centuries has
einained practically unchanged. Is an
vidence of the sagacity, the sense of
irofessional honor and responsibility
nd the clear thinking of the Greeks.
was born on the island of

lippocrntes

A large collection of
vrltiugs, evidently the work of many
ihysieians, whose Identity is unknown,
:os in 400 B. C.

been ascribed to the pen of this
eader. The Greeks were wonderfully
irilllant in medical attainments, for
hey studied nature and her methods
tnd shook themselves free from a
su·
nonunion tu I load of ignorance and
tas

>erstitlon. The synchronous developneut of miud and body was the fundaneiital rule, both of health and eduration.—Medical Record.

Tlie Dtaclpllne of Failure.
The beet skating is always on thin
ce—we like to feel it crack and yield
inder our feet. There Is a deadly fas:iuation in the thought of twenty or
thirty feet of cold water beneath. Last
rear's mortality list cuts no Ice with us.

We must make our own experiments,
fvhile Dr. Experience screams himself
loarse from his bonûre on the bank,
rle has held many an inquest on this
larkling shore of the river of time, and
tie will undoubtedly live to hold many
mother, but thus far we have not been
the subjects, and when it comes to tbe
mistakes of others we are all delighted
:o serve on the coroner's Jury. It isn't
(veil fur us to be saved from too many
We need the discipline of
blunders.
failure. It Is better to fail than never
to try. and the man who can contemplate the graveyard of his own hopes
without bitterness will not always be
ignored by the gods of success.—MereJith Nicholson in Reader.

Tree That Give· Light.
Anions freak» of unture lu trees there
stands conspicuous oue kuowu ns the
It Is enormously
Asiatic stur tree.
tall, growing to a height of from sixty
feet to eighty feet, while from the
ground up to a distance of ubout forty
feet the trunk is perfectly bare. From
there spring a number of
that

iKiiut
tangled limbs, which shoot out clusters
of long, pointed leaves, and It Is these,
grouped together, that emit at night α
clear, phosphorescent light. This gives

sjiectral appearance and Is
who frevery deceiving to travelers,
mistake the glow for an illu-

the tree a

Bear·the
Signature of

ST*

much."

V/V/f

MÎ&JuM

"Judge," said Mrs. Starvem to the
magistrate who had recently come to
"I'm particularly
board with her,

anxious

soup."

to have you try this chicken

"I have tried it," replied the magie
trate, "and my decision is that the
chicken has proved an alibi."

REBUKING HIS IMPUDENCE.
"Raise your chin just a little," said
the photographer.
"This is as high as I choose to raise
it," was the austere responee of Mrs.
Vick-Senn. "If the effect is not to your
liking you can lower your machine."
Ν. B. Truth, St. Paul, June 31, '08.
I've lived so long, I remember well
when the Mississippi was a brook. My
good health came by taking Hollister's
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea or
Tablets.

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

"Well, you seem to me α rather
small boy to be earning $5 a week," remarked his employer.
"I suppose I do. I know I'm small
for my age," the boy explained, "but,
to tell you the truth, since I've be«n
here I haven't had time to grow."
He got the raise.—St. Nicholas.
Underwear and Chill·.

The reasons for the flannel underwear preventing chilling are these:
The material Is α bad conductor of
heat; hence It retains In Itself the heat
acquired from the body, und this heat
Is largely given to the moisture absorbed. Flannel also absorbs more moisture thuu au equal thickness of cotton
or linen, and It retains moisture better
than either.
Now, the passing away
of moisture Into the air always means
the cooling of the surface from which
It passes.
Taking an ordinary. thin
gurment of linen or cotton, the loss of
moisture may be so rapid as to cause
a very great cooling, amounting, so far
as the skin Itself 1· concerned, to a
chill.
XV Ο
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It Is remarkable bow few of the discoverers and conquerors of tbe new
world died In peuce. Columbus died
of η broken heart, Balboa was dis·
grace'ully beheaded, Cortes was dishonored, Sir Walter Raleigh was beheaded, Plznrro was murdered, OJeda
died in poverty and Henry Hudson
was left to the mercy of tbe Indians

"The Arnolds are a very happy couple
which he discovered.—
after all these years. How do yon ac- along the bay

count for it?"
"Well, he can't get over the idea that
be married a mighty good woman and
spends some time each day to prove it
to her."

Detroit Free Press.
Don't

Kill the

Hawk.

Man has sinued more than any other
animal in trilling with nature's balance.
Clover crops and the killing of
Does evil still, your whole life fill?
bawke are apparently unrelated, yet
Does woe betide?
tbe haSvks eat tbe field mice, tbe fleh;
Your thoughts abide on suicide?
mice prey on the immature bees, and
You need a pill!
Now for prose and facts—DeWitt's Lit- tbe bees fertilize tbe clover blossoms.
tle Early Risers are the most pleasant Tbe death of α hawk means an overand reliable pille known to-day, They Increase of field mice and a consequent
never gripe. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A, destruction of the beee.—Country £lfe
Co.
In America.

Mistress—Any

one

The Only Medicine
WE USE FOR
COLDS AND»

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding Telegraph.
Druggists are authorized to re-

fund money if Pazo Ointment falls to
cure

in β to 14

days.

50 cent·.

"My friend," said the agent to the
Billville brother, "let me sell yon an accident policy?"
"Never had an accident in my life."
"But—you may have. Ain't you
about to marry?"
"Ye·; but what's that got to do with

With.
They had Jutst moved into a new
house, and they stood surveying the
"I wish,'"' she said, "that
situation.
tills carpet was velvet." "I don't," responded tbe husband unfeelingly. "I
wish It was down."
HI·

Gair.
Malsle— Aren't you coming to my
it?"
can I when I'm
thoroughly mixed, add a little boiling
"A great deal. Suppose your wife party? Daisy—How
«rater, and stir again to prevent
half mourning? Malsle—Oh. well,
In
lam
and
with
was
to
you
you
angry
ing; then put into the coffee pot, aad 'side theget
head with a fire shovel; or your come and stay half the evening.—
more hot water, and boil three minutée.
mother-in-law might take a notion to Cleveland Leader.
Pill up aa much as you wish and let it
bone in your body; or—"
itand a minute to settle before pouring, break every
But the Billville brother stopped him
Not to understand a treasure's worth
rhe rest of the egg will keep till you use
there.
it up in this way, if covered and in a right
till time has stolen away the slightest
'Tve thought better of it," he said:
:ool place.
good Is cause of half the poverty we
"I'll be dnrnea ef I git married!"
feel and makes the world the wilder
Centerpieces or lace may be ironed on
nese It Is.—Cowper.
A little Ιοτβ, a little wealth,
ι Turkish towel, if one does not have a
A little home for you and me;
pad of flannel for auoh purposes.
A man never show· hie own charte·
It's all I ask except good health,
Which come· with Rocky Mount- ter to plainly a· by his manner of
Use sifted wood aahea for cleaning

lump-

portray lag another1·.-Blebttr.

quantity desired.

In any

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

Dear Sirs: Readfield Corner, Me., Mar.25,'04 For Price and Particulars address,
We hive used your "L. F." Bitten
i η our family for over 20 yean, h is all
he medicine we use for colds or stomach
ι roubles. It is a great remedy for dyspepI feel I can't say enough in its praise.
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
, da.
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locke.
XjXBJ and oorbaj
Don't let sickness get the best of you.
rake the True "L. F." Atwood's Med<

SIMON STAHL,

' cine
1

to-daj and you'll

soon

begin

to

gain,

food.
I|
you
and flesh.
«rill then build you
Colored Postal Card·. GO subject».
C_.
can eat

10

and

enjoy your
in strength

We want to

You

rree.

a

ixr. u.

spin

yarn about

In the first place you should know that Paroid
experiment. It has been on the market about
In 1898 the U. S.
ten years and has stood the test.
of it in Cuba; four
As rock blasting is a daily occur- Government used a large amount
so
satisfactory, they
owner of years later, it having proved
rence on Crocker Hill, the
ordered 1,200,000 feet for ahipinent to Manila, and
the property hereby gives notice to have now used many million square feet of it. The
this effect : All persons entering the Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
risk.
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitaproperty do so at their own
tions were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
Paris, Maine, May 18, 1906.
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a

Warning.

is no

■

Farm for Sale.

approximately 20,000,000 feet.

year or

We have handled Paroid for about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
Great Bargain.
the sale ie rapidly increasing. In 1906 we sold enough to take the place <Λ
and
The subscriber oilers for sale his 700,000 shingles.
It is practically "fireproof; the National Association of Fire Underwriters
farm situated in South Hartford,
with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and cinders.
containing 80 acres, well divided in- accept it in the class
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with nhiagle,
to tillage and pasture, wood enough
and thick·.*** used
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity
for the use of the farm, good house than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying the
barn
and out buildings, one
40x60 shingles. There are many roofs so fiat that shingles are entirely unsuitable
as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
feet, one stable 24x28 feet. Said while Paroid would be as good
to piazzas and dormer windows, By using Paroid
farm cuts from 20 to 35 tons of good cost. Is is especially adapted
it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with fiat roofs ut a big ear in;
hay, a good orchard, more than 100 in material.
We have the well known Xeponset lied Rope Rooting which ie an
ago. excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Black
apple trees set out 4 years house
There is running water in the
Waterproof Paper. We shall be pleased to furnish samples and further informaand stable, also never failing water tion on application.
in the pasture. Terms made easy.
For further particulars inquire of
William Cushman, Buckfield, or A.
Rare Chance for

a

Soutb. Paris, Maine

Plants! Plants!
I have

PIANOS.

nice stock of

a

Bedding and House
PLANTS,

The Mehlin, Poole,
are

as

new,

price

Prescott and The Lauter

class, high grade
they can be sold for

open afternoon
week.
A good Walter A. Wood, two the best
horse mowing machine, almost as

good

Merrill,

instruments, and

all first

Player Piano,
just as low

sold for

are

the quality
as
Howe Store, money
A large stock always on hand.
medium
several
pianos.
grade
evening this
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest

the
and

sale in

now on

Agents,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

D. Park, South Paris, Maine.

pianos

that

are on

of the instrument.

Also I have

Prices
in

vou

the market.

W. «Γ- Wheeler db Co.,

$20.

Billings Block.

Malno.

floutb. Parle,

Insurance.
W. J. Wheeler & Co. have been advised by nearly all the companies they
represent that the terrible loss at San
Francisco will be paid in full and that
the companies will not be ir any way involved in regard to their financial standing. Many of the foreign companies
have wired their United States Managers
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San
Francisco and both foreign and American companies will do their part to alleviate the suffering in the stricken city.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.
Job Team Work.

Jobbing

horse

with

kinds

of all

one

horses, also corn plant·
L. E. NOYES,
South Paris.
30, 1906.
two

or

ing.

April

ίΤΤπΤκΙ
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IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blanks. No advance

payment required.

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

County.

Agency,

The E. A. Strout Farm

"Largest in the World,"

150 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

HOLSTEIN BULLS
Por Bale.

Having bred Holsteins for the past
18 years we are headquarters for
anything in that line. We have sold
12 young things within the last 5
months and have 4 more bull calves

and I yearling for sale. Also a big
trade in a three year old if taken

soon.

W. W. DUNHAM,
North Paris, Me.

DRILL WELLS for your NEIGHBORS
"tart vou in a paying business on
Machines easy an<l simple to
Write Tor free Illustrated catalogue
Information.
full
and
We
small

c«n

capital.

operate.

MACHINE

STAR DRILLING

CO.,

Factory: Akron, 0. Office : 108 Fulton Street, W. Y.

penny,

drop

a

18S0, wishing

postal

to

Augusta,

For Sale.
Eight

acres

of nice

Me.

orcharding,

and in bearing. Τ wo acres
of nice tillage land, just out of village. Also a new milch cow, and
four weeks old pigs. Call on or
A. J. PENLEY,
address,
South Paris, Me.

grafted

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Anyone

returns

diate

of

or

damaged Cylinder

large propor-

Records,

One prominent advertiser
Illustrates the principle of advertions.

tising In this way:

They

are

worth 25

exchange plan.

money expended for
adrcrtUInc tm the aame M
The
If placed at Intereat.
"The

cents each 011 my

Λ full line of Columbia Disc and
Machines and Records.

Cylinder

profit· from the advertising
are vlrtaally the latere·! on
the Investment.

Call and hear them talk.

W. A. Porter,

"The sums spent for advertising
properly chargeable to cap-

are

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

ital account because the resulting good will Is something that

has value, which, If the advertising has beeu properly done,
can ueually be sold for the face
value of the Investment.
"The rate of Interest Is determined by the skill with which

Dr. Austin Tenney,

Oculist.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

the Investment Is made.

"Just as the quickest way to
Increase Invested wealth is by

compounding
the quickest

the Interest, Just so
way to realize re-

decided to travel a limite·!
County thin season, calling

I have
Oxford

sults from advertising la to compound the returns."—Advertising

a
on

In
1

my

In former year·.
"f nif
It wan my Intention to devote the whole
had »·'
time till* year to ofllce work hut having
Invalid·
many urgent rail* from old people anl

patron*

Experience.

who

Advertiser· get good returns
on the amount Invested In
We reach the
our columns.

are

ae

unab'c to leave home I have

decided

w

travel a put of the time μ formerly.
w-'rk
ItKMKMRKK that I guarantee all my
«ί
whether lltted at your home or at oui·

people.

please
subscriber,

the

Save your broken

The trouble with most advertisers le that they expect Imme-

to sell

stating price and condition of book.
JAMES PLUMMER,

Opportunity

COMPOUND INTEREST

WANTED.
one
Any
having an Atlas of Oxford County by Caldwell and Half-

Maid—No'm.
Mi*tress—Strange !

Pile·.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

Stomach Troubles

here while I was

Λ Charity Dance.
Awkward Spouse—I see our set Is to
wonder what have a grand charity ball. Did you
I
people imagine 1 bave a "day at home" ever dance for charity? Pretty Wife—
Of course. Don't you remember how
for.
I used to take pity on you and dance
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES. with you when we first met?—London

out?

ι

iiueutly

minated window of u house. The light
but Is of sufficient
re- Is not brilliant,
to allow of a newspaper beturned from a month's sojourn in the strength
ing read by It. It does uot flicker, but
country.
"John," she said after making a tour glows steadily from sunset to dayof inspection about the premises, "how break.
do you suppose so many empty bottles
got into the cellar?
Men Who Walked on All Foam.
"Haven't the least idea, my dear," reIu the kingdom of Poland there was
plied the meek and lowly John. "I formerly α law according to which uny
never bought an empty bottle in my life."
was
person found guilty of slander
on all fours through
Try a little KODOL FOR DYSPEPSIA compelled to walk
after your meals. See the effect it will the streets of the town where he lived
produce on your general feeling by di- accompanied by the beadle, as a sign
gesting your food and helping your that he was disgraced and unworthy
sto nach to get itself into shape. Many of the name of mun. At the next pubetomachs are overworked to the point lic festival the delinquent was forced
where they refuse to go further. Kodol
to appear crawling upon hauds and
digests your food and gives your stomach kuees underneath the banqueting tathe rest it needs, while its reconstructive
like a dog.
Every
properties get the stomach back into ble and barking
him as
working order. Kodol relieves flatu- guest was at liberty to give
lence, sour stomach, palpitation of the many kicks as he chose, and he who
heart, belching, etc. Sold by F. A. hud been slandered must towurd the
Shurtleff A Co.
end of the banquet throw α picked
bone at the culprit, who, picking It up
HIS GRIEF.
with his mouth, would leave the room
"Why, Willie, what are you crying on all fours.
about?"
"
'Cause I don't get no Saturday holiToo Baar to Grow.
day like the other children does. Boohoo!"
A small office boy who had worked
"But why don't you get out of school
In the same ]>oeit!on for two yeurs on
on Saturday?"
a salary of $3 a week Anally plucked
"
'Cause I ain't old enough to go to
up enough courage to ask for an inschool yet. Boo-hoo-hoo!"
crease in wages.
"How much more would you like to
Important to Mother·.
have?" Inquired his employer.
Examine carefully every bottle of CÀ8T0BIA,
"Well." answered the lad, "I don't
a itfe And ear· remedy for Infants and children,
think $2 more a week would be too
and see that It

NOT GUILTY.
The wife of his bosom bad just

He—She's not to blame.
You see
1 alf of her ancestors were male·.
FOB SALE.
300 farms and all kinds of Read η Ό CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
and paying full market price.
] Estate. Inquire of Hasen's Farm 1 *ake Laxative Bromo Quietne Tablets,
ind Real Estate Agency, Oxford, 1 •rnggista refund money if It fails to
ain Tea.
T. THayer,
ua.
K. W. Gaovx's signâtof* la οβ ι iteel knives, apply with a small pieoe of 4
F. A. Shurtlefi * Oo.
1
« koh box.
SBo.
"i law potato and waah aad dry at onoe.
SOUTH FASIS. daine.
MARK IT SQUAB·,
Fresh fish

noon

an

It ia always well to hpve a box of salve
in the house. Sunburn, cute, bruises,
piles and boils yield to DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. Should keep a box on
I» hand at all times to provide for emergencies. For years the standard, but
followed by many imitators. Be sure
you get the genuine DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Co.

Bear. 2. Ebra 3. Λ mo. 4. Root
No. ira—Riddle: Leaf.
Nb. ISO.—Double Acrostic: PrimaisFinals—Tree. 1. Bystreet. 2.
Bush.
Ulterior. 3. Sanguine. 4. Heritage.
ι»·*
the
Illustrated Rebus: Once When tUa second ,«at
Nol 181.
mate the
upon a time a stork came to our house
required for
and said, "Would yvu like α baby slater?" But I took a doll Instead.
After a
then made.
No. 182.—Anagraoms: 1. Everywhere.
3. Yew veer her. 4.
2. Hew we
very.f
Her ewe very. 15. Were he very. (J.
wee.
T. He were very. 8*
Bat very
Where every.
Να 183.—Charade: Car, a, van—carathe flour.
van.
The dougn is xneaaeo ana put to rise.
No. 184.—Curtailings aud Additioift:
After the dough has been kneaded well,
L Bonanza, botany. 2. Accoutre, acit is shaped into rolls or loaves, as decount 3. Tallyho, tallow. 4. Melton,
sired, and placed in a warm, greased pan
lemon.
Then the dough is greased on
to rise.
top to keep a crust from. forming on it.
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar is The pan is put in the warming closet of
the original laxative cough syrup and the stove, or on the tank, or in some
combines the qualities necessary to re- other warm
place. Λ.* pan the size of
lieve the cough and purge the system of the one which holds the
dough is turned
cold. Contains no opiates. Sold by F. over the
.top of the other pan. When
A. Shurtlelï A Co.
the dough has risen a little over the top
the pan, it is ready to bake.
"I understand," said the parson, "that of
It is then placed in the oven. Afteryou young ladies held the first meeting
will rise more. It i>
of your debating club last night. What wards the dough
better to keep on the top pan for a while.
waa the subject of your discussion?"
that the heat of the oven
"Really, 1 do not remember," answer- It is necessary
or too much crust
ed the maid with the dimple, "but any- should be moderate,
will form on the top and bottom before
way the subject had nothing to do with
the bread bakes in the center. But with
what we talked about."
a little watching in that way, the bread
with no more crust
It has caused more laughs and dried will bake thoroughly
more tears, wiped away
diseases and than is desirable.
finished.
And after takThe bread is
iriven away more fears than any other
it is sprinkled on
nedicine in the world.
Hollister's ing it out of the stove,
and
wrapped up in a
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea or tho topand is bottom,
then ready /or use. Tou
cloth,
rablets. F. A. Shurtleff i- Co.
have a wholesome, delicious bread that
A teacher in a Connecticut district is made with but little trouble.—Ex.
ichool ga*e one of her pupils these two
Clearing Coffee.
sentences to correct:
The very best and clearest coffee ia
"The hen has three legs."
that settled with egg; but using too
"Who done it?"
The litle fellow looked at his slate a much egg, yon fail to get the strength
1 ninnte, and then
of your coffee. Beat ap an egg thorseriously wrote:
"The hen didn't done it God done oughly and use only enough to moisten
I t"
the coffee, whatever the amount. When
—

anecdote

an

NOT PRESENT.

Surpriiilng.
Friend—What was the result of the
consultation of doctors?
hot
If one bas a fireplace, a
Invalid (glaucing at the receipted
to put the cup in a pot
cona
me
left
In
bill)—It
very poor
come neari} w
dition.
r
beaum set the
a lid on the pot, and at bedtime
Sense
No. 175.
Where is Thebes?

with

Bctnre.
"There waa a certain instructor," he
aid, "who vualwaya impressing upon
is students the need of perspicacity.
"A young man came to him one day
ο get back an eaaay that bad been sub-

In Use For Over 80 Tears.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

Not

j

CUMMINGS,

ing food

difficult as people
Instead of maktng tip

Sale.

South Paris, Me.

"There are other contrivances lor keep-

so

A prompt relief for croup, One Minute
For
( tough Cure, cuts the
phlegm, allays the
anamination—the
cough syrnp with a
3000 feet first class iron piping,
Sold
eputation.
by F. A. Shurtleff A
Will sell for
ι Vora one to two inch.
;o.
10 per cent, less than wholesale cost.

R. L.

<mS? 5»

gines, miss.—Puuch.

transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, J une 28. 1306.
WALTER L. β RAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

and Pictures,

""'chief

How did It happen?
Mrs. Mugglee—Why, he got run over
by one o' these 'ere subtraction en-

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the Unite· 1 States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the m.ttter of
)
JOHN' PORTER.
J In Bankruptcy,
of Rumfurd Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of John Porter, In the
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 23th day of
June, A. i>. lautt, the said John Porter
was >luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Urst meeting of his creditors will be held at the
ofttce of the Referee, No. S Market Square, South
Parts, on the 14th day of July, A. D. 1906, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
•aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ap)K>lnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and

THE OEIGINAL OF ITS KIND,

°»,u,r· °J

in the

aSSM»

The

Very sad that
your husband should Lave lost his leg!
Sympathetic Lady

HAVE THE

DON Τ

m»

1, also eeen,

How

gqaar·.

Profeasor Barrett Wendell of Harvard

ightened

o^

οηιο.

P\lTaaweUe»ΛίΒΒίϊ
^ï°ïtt£bÏÏ»d
.»;>!
and
"T

where there is

Natural i'onaeqnence.

BEST OF EVERYTHING.

approach it in reapenalveneaa-Ua
llow reaeutble
mechanical perfection,
it in appearance, ileti|B and MuUh. lta
iatrcatlag (ante make· permanent the
■low

Standard

Sio. 195.—Two Odd

*..

a

A letter and to clog.
A letter and to go deep.

ineaaurc every typewriter—quality for
qnaiitjr—attribute for attribute-bjr the

^r%bretheLadt°he8
Ifj: tSS 5 .he «-

ssr«

No.

STOKE

Fythlun

—-*

sked unfolding hi· napkin and looking
ρ with a genial amile.
"I have always waited on this table,
Ir," frigidly answered the waitress,
lacing the bill of fare before him.
The nistorian deems it beat to draw a
eil over the dinner that was brought to
hat traveling man half an honr later.

A sweet breath adds to the joys of a
;iss. You wouldn't want to kiss your
vife, mother or sweetheart with a bad
ireath. You can't have a sweet breath
vithout a healthy stomach. You can't
lave a healthy stomach without perfect
ligestion. There is only one remedy
hat digests what you eat and makes the
a rose—and that
>reath as sweet as
emedy is KODOL FOR DYSPEPSIA,
t is a relief for sour stomach, palpitaire being prepared.
Fortunately modern ingenuity bas re- ion of the heart, and other ailments
:ently solved this problem very aatis- arising from disorder of the stomach
] actorily in plates that can be kept warm iud digestion. Take a little Kodol after
! ndefinitely by means of bot water.
rour meals and see what it will do for
These consist of a dinner or soup plate ; rou. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
let in a hollow tin or nickel-plated vesjia»j a va»*
OLUHj JjlimiO ν/π
sel, with a small tube at one side,
Herbert Spencer had evolved the law
brough which boiling water is poured,
rhe china plate is held by a rim, and the >f "the survival of the fittest."
:ube is supplied with a tight screw, so
"Still," he eaid, "I can't explain, on
ihere is no possibility of slipping or ; iny hypothesis that occurs to roe just
eaking. Some of these have tin covers j low, why the ichthyosaurus, the ptero:or further protection.
lactyl, and the megatherium have besome extinct, while the flea, the German
:arp, and the English sparrow continue
;o afflict mankind".
Reflecting, however, that these medications were out of order when formuugly aSaire to
lating a scientific theory, he forebode to
ron/i the daintv taste of the
patient. The incorporate them in his published works.

4Ui? SSSfiTi

191.—Mumceated Word·.
My first may unpleasant be:
My second extreme I see;
My third no trouble makes:
My foi'rth the sportsman takes.

MAINE.

SEW

It haa alao been learned that the conaleecent must eat oftener than the per·
on in health, becauae he can eat leaa at
time.
Thua the when and what aa regards an
□valid's meals is fairly easy; the queaion of proper service ia more difficult.
Unless one has extraordinary equipuenta for illness, it is no easy matter to
icrve a meal in a sick room with all the
ood at juet the right point of beat or
old—especially the former. Usually
be distance from the kitchen is con1 liderable; there is more or less delay in
jetting the tray ready, and one article
jets cold or else dried up while others

ssRiisaSSitSiJ*-»*·

—,

and

specialty.

No.

FRUIT COMPANY.

Typewriters

A path lu a star.
A falsehood in a foreigner.
Trouble in every day.
Wood In sleep.
An easy put in a wanderer.
A part of the l»ody In fatigued.

10().-i>rocrfMlTe Bnlfm·.
The artist had l>eeu 1-2-3-4-5-6 his
fingers badly when his nearest of 3-4-5
asked why so many verbs ended In
l-5-β.

SOUTH PARIS

—

Word».

No.

Ε. Η. PIKE,

Tlx© Measure

Within

In fear lest she should be
All down the street she ran
How greedy she did look!

Spruce, Fir, and Poplar
delivered at any «talion.

WEST PARIS,

Word*

Bo. catchlnx It from off her

PEELED PULPWOOD.

r. A. Shurtleff A Co.

ALL

....

INS

Ilrht-udi'd Rhyme·.
No. is»
A* Kate was Just about to
she'd
found
She
quite forgot her —>
Made with all culinary
By her old friend the cook.

Wanted.

Brttteeoeij. $1.00 Six· holdin» 25* times tb· trial
«tie. which sells for 50 cents.
>ri»irU by E. O. DeWITT A OO.. OHIOAQO.

OK

and Job Work.

w. CHAHnLER,

E.

iMf,"
Kodol Digests What You Eat.

—

1.
2.
8.
4.
δ.
β.

M ucbe«l Harl WooU Floor Hoar!» for sale.

No appetite, loss ot strength, nenroo»
■Me. headache, constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
ery represents the natural juicea ot digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure doea not only cure Indigestion
this famous remedy
and dyspepsia, bt
euros all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Bali, of R»»en«wocO W. Va.. sajar—
"
I Mi troubled with sour atomic h for twenty years.
Kodol curod tae and wo ara now usine It te mift

by

No.

1Γ lu want of any klnil of Finish (or InaMe or
OuttUle work, ·νη·1 In your onler·. Pine Lum
ber anJ Shingle· on hand Cheap for Caah.

Sour

Sold

Panay.

1 will furnlah DOORS an.l WINDOWS of any
SUe or Sty Ie at reasonable price·.

MAINE. Also Window & Door Frames.

NORWAY,

length.]

Russia.
4. The most southern point of Great
Britain.
5. A Philippine town on the coast of

CHANDLER,

E. W.

of equal

Primais name a city In Germany;
finale name a city In England.
1. A country of South America.
2. A county of Texas.
8. A proviuce and city of central

South Paris, Maine.

Chas, F. Ridlon,

tlc.

[Crosswords

A. W. Walker & Son's,

up stock.

INT.—Geographical Double Acroa-

No.

not vislt-

d the town for a year or two, Mated
imself in the hotel dining room.
"What has beoomeofthe pretty girl
rho need to wait on this table?" he

ot latenat toUM ImUc
omapoadeBoe oa topto·
Houemakbb·
:

WORMS

Me.

Queered Himself.
The traveling mm, who had

BOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

I»'
office». Glasue» fitted at your home will
lilted ut any one of my offices free If nut
;

re

factory.

Always Remember the Full Name

Quinine
in Two.

I .axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Crip

2 Sc.

QUAKER RANGE

Dkmon·
Copyright· Ac.
«ending a «ketch and deecrtpth» may

on Patent·
Uona etflctlr coned
«ont free. Oldeet ai
agency for «emrmf p*t«DU.
Patenta taken·
tuoafb Munn * Ox reoelre
tpeelal notic*, without charge, Ib the

■

Scientific American.

rear : lour

monta·, et

bom or au

nvnvwn.

For Sale in South Paris.

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in

excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing additional house
lots.

W. T. HEWETT.

JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.

WANTED.

An experienced man to bunch
dowels. Must be of good habits and
give good reference.
J. A. KENNEY,
South Parii.

The

nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL

to

on

remove

as

are

they

without bolts

easy

are

50 cts.0ow",Bi 50 cts.. w..k.«
Variety Store, Norway.

put

